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Synopsis
This report covers the second phase of media training conducted by Gender Links in
collaboration with media training institutions in the region and partner organisations
with support from NIZA. Training was based on the Business Unusual Training
manual developed by Gender Links. During the period June 2007 and February 2008,
six workshops were held across 4 countries, Namibia, Swaziland, South Africa and
Botswana.

Following the success of the first phase of Business Unusual workshops that were
conducted in Malawi, Mauritius, Seychelles, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe,
Gender Links undertook the second phase of the training in February 2007.

Three workshops were conducted in South Africa. These were in close collaboration
with the Institute for the Advancement of Journalism (IAJ), Rhodes and Stellenbosch
Universities. While the workshops were conducted in training institutions, they were
opened to interested journalists in both print and broadcast media.

A total of 113 participants took part in the workshops across the four countries.
Supplements were produced in each of the workshops and were carried by daily
newspapers in the respective countries. However in Stellenbosch, the supplement
was carried in Die Matie, which is a university students’ publication. The participants
were each required to write a story for their supplement.
In some instances these stories contributed to the students’ course work marks.

Some of the stories written up during and after the workshop have been published
under the Gender Links Opinion and commentary service.

Background
Since its inception, GL has conducted workshops on the following themes: covering
gender violence; gender, HIV and AIDS and the media, as well as gender elections
and the media. These workshops have involved building links with media training
institutions; developing training material; producing a supplement as part of the
training as well as training of trainer courses.

The economy is a natural next thematic area of work. It has a close fit to the
governance programme. It is an area in which gender consciousness is especially
weak. Despite the enormous role that women play in the economies of all Southern
African countries, this contribution remains undervalued and invisible. It was after
the realisation that women’s contribution to the economy is not fairly represented in
media that Gender Links took the first stop towards addressing this anomaly.

This course, based on training material developed by Gender Links in collaboration
with the Konrad Adenauer Foundation and the Netherlands Institute of Southern
Africa (NIZA) covers the whole spectrum of gender and economic concerns, including
gender and the macroeconomic environment, development; planning budgets; work;
trade; enterprise and globalization.

 Exposing business and economic reporters and students to key decision makers and
entrepreneurs, the course included the production of supplements in the four
countries. In Botswana, a video was also produced. This covered the field trips and
the various discussions that took place.
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Objectives
 To conduct training workshops on gender and economic reporting in

partnership with media training institutions and media organisations.
 To improve gender balance and sensitivity in economic and financial

reporting.
 To build an ongoing relationship with the media practitioners trained through

encouraging them to become members of local and regional gender and
media networks.

Programme
The programme of each country is attached in the country chapters. In most
instances a local facilitator made the arrangements and co-facilitated the course.
The five day programme consisted of:

 Exposure to key topics and issues during the first two days of the workshop.
Local experts were invited and shared their experiences while exercises from
the training manual were also used to further elaborate on the key concepts.

 Field work on the third day where participants went out into the field to
search for stories and take the relevant photographs.

 Writing of stories and producing of supplement on the fourth day. Some
participants were also actively involved in designing and layout of
supplement.

 Review of the supplement, summarising key learning points on the final day.

The Stellenbosch University workshop differed slightly with the other workshops in
that a shortened version of the course was held in one day. Participants were
required to collect examples of how women in the economy are covered by the
media. This was to ensure that there was enough material available for the
theoretical framework.

Participants were required to write or produce at least one story after the course.
These like the other stories written up during the trainings stood a chance of being
published as part of GL’s Opinion and Commentary Service for which a fee is paid.

The participants to the IAJ workshop in South Africa had the opportunity to attend
the launch and debate around Gender Links ground breaking report on Gender and
Advertising in Southern Africa which was launched on 17th July 2007 at the Institute
for the advancement of Journalism in Johannesburg.

Participants
The table below summarises the participants in each country and each workshop in
the case of South Africa which held three separate workshops.

In the case of South Africa, the IAJ workshop was advertised in the Mail and
Guardian newspaper and applications invited from all interested journalists who in
turn submitted applications and their CVs. In the other countries targeted inviting
was done whereby invitations were sent to media houses and within the training
institutions.

Most of the students who attended the workshops came from the departments of
Journalism and Media studies.
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Summary of Business Unusual participants in four countries

Country Date of workshop Male Female Total %
Men

%
Women

Namibia 10 5 15 67% 33%
Swaziland 12-17 August

2007
7 16 23 30% 70%

SA- IAJ 23-27July 2007 6 9 15 40% 60%
SA_Rhodes 22-26 October

2007
6 6 12 50% 50%

SA-
Stellenbosch

5 October 6 15 21 29% 71%

Botswana 4-8 February
2008

9 18 27 33% 67%

Total 44 69 113 39% 61%

Outputs
 Six supplements were produced during the course of the workshops.
 Case study materials for the VRC
 Video of the training produced in Botswana
 New partnerships forged with training institutions and media houses. For

example Grocotts Mail of Grahamstown which carried the Rhodes University
supplement has agreed to work with Gender Links in the MAP programme.

Outcomes
 Increased gender awareness and sensitivity among economic reporters and

journalism students.
 New partners for the Gender and Media Diversity Centre (GMDC)
 Opportunities for personal growth eg journalism students
 Strengthening GL partnerships
 On the job gender and media training for media trainers through co-

facilitation arrangements.

Next steps

The next steps of the Business Unusual training will involve a book based on the best
of BU reporting that will be launched at the GEM summit later this year.

Two case studies will be selected from each supplement and written up for the
Gender Links Virtual Resource Centre (VRC) which is an online trainers’ manual for
gender and media issues. These will especially beef up the thematic area of Gender
and the economy. Previously case studies have been written up along different
thematic areas like Gender and Advertising. This next batch of case studies on
Gender and the economy will provide valuable material for trainers.

Evaluation
The table below summarises all the evaluations for the workshops.  It is evident form
the summary that most of the participants were happy with the content of the
workshops with most them rating all aspects of the workshop as good.
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EXCELLEN
T

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 25 58 10 0 0
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 29 51 4 1 0
3. FACILITATION 39 37 15 1 0
4. GROUP WORK 17 50 17 4 0
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 15 55 21 1 0
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 41 38 10 0 0
7. NETWORKING OPPORTUNITY 25 37 27 2 1
8.ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 32 49 11 0 1

Comments in the evaluation
Sessions that were found to be most useful

 Gender work and enterprise because it was lively and very practical. This session
introduced the gender. The resource people from ministry of enterprise and
employment highlighted the issue of women and empowerment.

 Learning on how to report on gender issues more especially on women who had
been misrepresented.

 Business women and the media: friends or foe. It was good to critically look at
the way media portray business women.

 All panel presentations were very good as they laid the groundwork and prepared
us for the field work

 Gender budgeting was a good topic for journalists because we often report issue
s without subjecting them to any critical analysis

Sessions that were found to be the least useful
 All the sessions were very useful as they opened our eyes to gender dynamics in

life and equipped us with skills to look at issues with a gender lens

Any other comments
 Some economic content in the panels was too heavy to absorb in such a short

space of time
 Am much concerned about the approach women use to tackle gender issues.
 They tend to attack men aggressively. As such men feel threatened and resist

change. Let’s sit down and discuss the issue without blaming others.
 Thanks to Gender Links for opening my eyes and mind on gender issues.
 I like the programme overall, because it showed me how to see things through

women’s eyes.
 Balance the content and everything will be fine.
 The workshop was well organised and it really provoked a lot of thinking on my

side and I would really like to attend another workshop of this nature.
 Next time allocate more time to field work so as to improve the quality of stories.
 Look at both male and female and not present women as victims of men.
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Business Unusual
Namibia Report
23rd – 27th July 2007
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Synopsis
This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Namibian Business Unusual
training course undertaken at the Polytechnic of Namibia (PoN) from the 23rd to the
27th of July. This was run by Gender Links (GL) in collaboration with PoN and
sponsored by NIZA. The full programme of the workshop is attached at Annex A. A
list of panellists who participated in the workshop is included in Annex B. The
workshop attracted a diverse group of 13 participants (Annex C) whose evaluations
of the workshop are included in Annex D. Trevor Davies and Rebecca Masinde of GL
facilitated the workshop with assistance form Executive Director of Gender Links-
Colleen Lowe Morna and Head of Media Studies at the Polytechnic of Namibia- Emily
Brown.

Welcoming and introduction were done by Emily Brown of PoN. The majority of the
participants were students from PoN including two professors and an editor from the
Southern Times (Namibia).

PANEL: Business women and the media, friends or foes?
Monica Kalondo (Stimulus)

Monica Kalondo the CEO of “stimulus” – the only female-owned black equity fund
in Namibia begun by saying that, yes, the business world is still very much that of a
man’s. In terms of achievement, she believes that one
should solely be awarded based on merit. Awards
shouldn’t be categorized for sex, race or any other
social grouping for that matter. She mentioned that
95% of people who approach her for business
ventures are men, they seem to be more aggressive
and more determined to set up businesses. Women
should be encouraged therefore, not to be like men,
but to inherit some of the characteristics that will bring
them to the same level of competition as their male
counterparts.

She mentioned that a lot of Women Economic Empowerment is broad-based and still
focuses on starting from the SMEs, and these rarely graduate to anything more. For
example, women in churches begin small knitting groups and then graduate to small
scale sale of their products. Another reason why women tend to stick to the small
scale is because they are not business literate and therefore cannot create bigger
and better business when there is potential for growth.

Women are at the fringes of the economy not wholly by choice, she says there are
perceptive, family and psychological issues that act as barriers to economic growth
for women. The media does little to challenge women, and perpetuated gender
stereotypes that have long since kept society confined in social boxes.
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PANEL: Gender in current economic planning and thinking.
Lavina Shikongo (UNICEF) and Veikondja Tjikuzu (National Planning Commission)

Lavina Shikongo
Who is making decisions about finance and distribution of resources? As journalists
you need to know who is making decisions and inform society in a way they can
understand.

The barriers to gender balance in current economic planning and thinking
are;

 Globalization and change in the world is
producing misunderstandings between cultures
and economies.

 None conducive structures and ethos in the
community

 Unequal access to capital and land
 Illiteracy, especially in business- there is a need

of sufficient knowledge and capacity for macro-
economic enterprise in order to have active
input into the economy.

 Unequal distribution of unremunerated of work for women and men.
Lavina Shikongo says that gender mainstreaming is a key element in gender
economic planning and thinking.
So what needs to be done?

 We need to work towards a world where resources, power and opportunity
are equal for both men and women.

 Women should be given recognition for achievements.
 In the work of ministries and finance-

i) An understanding of gender based power relations
ii) The implications of programs in the government- especially the ‘care’

industry.

We can do this by:
 Gender analysis- the main objective of engendering the national budget is to

improve the spread of gender sensitivity in daily economic activity.
 Expand the ability for women to get access to finance
 The application of policy tools.
 Assessment of public service
 Expose the CARE industry in the media
 Strengthening dialogue between governments and local authorities.
 Make human resource development a priority.

In addition to this she provided a three-step strategy for action and suggested
action points advised by the UNDP;

1. Develop a gendered macro-economics framework of interactions for the
overall economy with particular focus on the role of the finance industry

 Develop analytical matrix of two-way interactions between gender and
the Finance ministry’s work

 Carry out budget trade-off exercises and other measures to engender
the national budget
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2. Incorporate a gender perspective into the Finance Ministry’s plans policies
and programs.

 Conduct a gender audit of the Finance Ministry’s plans , policies and
programs.

 Support a National Reproduction and Social Development Policy.
 Adopt a comprehensive approach to supporting womens access to

assets and income
3. Address institutional and attitudinal barriers.

 Adopt a hands-on approach to gender training.
 Establish institutional arrangements Gender Focal Points or a Gender

Unit with the Finance Ministry.
Interdepartmental standing committee on gender within the

Finance ministry
Interministerial steering committee on gender

 Create incentives and disincentives for Finance officials and staff

Veikondja Tjikuzu of the National Planning Commission made the following
points;
 Gender is more of a social construct. These roles should not be conflicting but

complimentary. Women account for more than half of the population in
Namibia and they need to have a say in what goes on.

 Development planning influences the determinants, dynamics and
consequences in the economy. We need to enhance the political participation
of women and make their voices heard.

 In his organizations one of the few components of gender mainstreaming is
to ensure that all share holders of his organization are enlightened on gender
perspectives.

 Veikondja Tjikuzu says that there is a crisis of capacity in Namibia and
therefore we cannot afford, given the small population, not to bring women
on board. On the issue of affirmative action- when it comes to decision
making positions in the public sector, there should be a bigger provision for
women.

 He says that “While we have the necessary policies and framework in place,
we still have a crisis because we lack human resources. Maybe it is time to
come up with a national human resource plan. The gender element comes in
here because we cannot improve the use of human capital without including
women as most of the Namibian population is composed of women.”
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A monitoring exercise on gender sensitivity was conducted by Trevor Davies
and Rebecca Masinde of GL. Participants were given different Namibia
newspapers, and asked to find out what type of stories mentioned men and
which stories mentioned women. They found that entertainment, abuse, gossip
and music news were stories synonymous with women, while sports, politics,
business and violence were dominated by men. Despite these findings, it was
discovered that 72% of the stories were focused on males while only 28% of the
stories had female subjects.

DEBATE:  Has globalization had negative effect on women?
Sandra Williams (KCR), Sarry Xoagus- Eises (Constituency Channel), Unomengi
Kauapirura (PoN), Bertha Amakali (PoN), Ted Schwalbe (Fulbright Prof.), Fredrico
Links (Echoes)
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During a very heated afternoon discussion at PoN, many important questions
concerning gender and the economy bubbled to the surface, creating an enjoyable
and informative argument on the effects of globalization;

 What do you think is the goal of transnational organization?
Maximize profits while minimize costs.

 What is the gender of money?
The gender is male and has always been male. How does that change?

 Frederico Links said that, no, globalization hasn’t improved the role of
women. There is an increased objectification of women, this is an influence
form the west that has been soaked in by Africa especially. This
objectification of women is influenced largely through music. From this stems
violence, because young men in society are shocked when women break out
and think and become intimidated by this.

 Bertha Amakali said that globalization has a contradictory effect on women.
While there is empowerment they still suffer from the neo-liberal agenda
which is their role of up brining of the children, taking care of the house hold
and the extended family.

 Unomengi Kauapirura agreed with Bertha Amakali by saying that
globalization does have a contradictory effect and this depends on where you
find yourself. Be it your level of education, how qualified you are and what
kind of information you have access to. She asked how globalization
affecting our thought and our paradigms.

 Sandra Williams mentioned that, for the youth globalisation has a very
strong effect and it is very tangible and its effects are way more than skin
deep.

 Ted Schwalbe said that with globalization we find that women sell a cheap
source of labour. Ramateck is an example which employs a majority of
women who are underpaid. What is the role of the media in terms of
exposing these kinds of practices?

 Sarry Xoagus- Eises pointed out that globalization has its baggage of
competition that creates a disparity between countries; therefore the fruits
that are reaped from the benefits of globalization are not evenly shared by
the world. The poorest countries still suffer and experience poverty, illiteracy
etc.

 Fredrico- the American dream is being sold through globalisation.
 Can we restructure the influence of globalisation on our culture and

traditions?
How do we meet globalization halfway? We need to incorporate our
culture with the evolution of globalization even though it is a fast moving
train that people say we cannot stop.

 In regards to the media and journalism, community journalism is growing
through globalization, and it is providing an outlet through which society can
express themselves. Internet provides a flat landscape for access to
information. This is synonymous with the dynamics of globalization in Walter
Friedman’s The World Is Flat, where it is believed that globalization has
created a flat landscape for the global exchange of information.

 How do we create opportunities for women to cash in on
globalization?
-The Media should strive to empower women intellectually and use the
globalization of information to their benefits.
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-The general quality of humanity has disintegrated due to globalization,
increases social ills, divorce rates, convicts etc and the brunt of the negative
effects is borne by women.
- However, women can still benefit from globalization and the media has to
play a large role in the accurate dissemination of information.

Panel: The budget process; where does gender come in ?
Lily Brandt (Acting CEO of the Namibia Financial Institutions Supervisory
Authority [NAMFISA])

 Micro lending is faulty because even though lenders provide a necessary
service and they give people bridging finance,
they tend to overcharge the consumers. There
is exploitation, which NAMFISA tries to prevent.
They set limits for interest and implement rules
and regulations for the micro lenders to abide
by.

 Gender is not the focus of regulatory
enterprises such as NAMFISA. Bringing gender
into policy has been put on the back banner.
Even Namibianization is not a primary focus for
regulatory boards. This has greatly impeded
the process of engendering the budget.

 Creating more awareness among these
institutions is one of the ways to combat this problem. And from a regulatory
perspective there are standards that the regulatory board can set, but this
will take time.

 Namibia is in the process of final drafting of a financial charter, and gender
has been put on the agenda so this may be able to change the face of
financial institutions in Namibia.

PANEL: Gender, work and enterprise.
Juilet Kavetuna (Secretary General of the National Youth Council)

 Women’s mindsets are focused on micro-
finance ventures mainly for subsistence,
better known as “Kappanas” in Namibia.
This is a barrier to their potential growth
as well as cultural barriers and the inability
to invest in fixed assets that will enable
their business to grow and profits to be
generated.

 Majority of the people 75% attending the
youth conference run by Juliet Kavetuna
are women, this is a positive step towards

empowering young women, and ensuring that they are an integral part of the
economy in the future.

PANEL: Access to finance (for women)
Ali Pinje (First National Bank [FNB])
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 Lending money to people becomes a challenge when people are not business
literate, this applies to both men and women.

 In terms of micro-investment is difficult, and majority of micro- financing
ventures are from women. But from Ali Pinje’s experiences, more of the
success stories from both macro and micro financing are seen in women-
owned businesses.

 Women entrepreneurs tend to have less collateral than men do, we
canattribute this to the past because historically women had no mandate to
own assets. However, this is difficult for banks because they need security.
They are more inclined to turn down an application that has little or not
collateral.

 On issues of marital status and borrowing- if you are married with communal
property then you need permission from your spouse because they are also
affected by the business. This is for both female and male borrowers.

 The prime rate of interest is 14.5% and this is not gauged by FNB, the rates
are set by the govt. for inflation control. However the borrower can negotiate
an interest rate below or above prime and FNB has the flexibility to determine
the rate form this information.

 Financial service charter to target the issue of equity and ownership is being
reviewed and evaluated by FNB. And the intent is to empower black women,
white women and black men concerning access to finance.

How FNB is helping open up doors for women:
 FNB has mentorship program conducted through the FNB foundation, where

1% of their after tax profit go to the foundation to provide social work
placement facilities. This is for their SME
clients to be trained on how to effectively run
business; cash flows, budgeting, balancing
books etc. This is available for both women
and men, and facilitates their empowerment.

 AgriBEE- this is aimed at  empowering black
people in the commercial and communal
agriculture sector, especially women

 FNB is the biggest corporate sponsor for the
MBA program UNAM and PoN to encourage
students to seek higher education. Majority of
the beneficiaries are women.

 At FNB, out of 1400 employees, 70% are
female across the board, and 40% of the senior executives are black.
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ANNEX A
GL/PoN: BUSINESS UNUSUAL PROGRAMME
23- 27 JULY 2007
TIME TOPIC WHO
MONDAY 23 JULY
8.30-9.00 Welcome, introductions
9.00-10.30 Launch of At the Coalface:

Gender and Local Gvt, Safari
Hotel

Ministers of Gender and Local Gvt

10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-12.00 Businesswomen and the

media: friends or foes?
Ms Monica Kalondo, CEO: Stimulus

12.00-13.00 Key concepts Facilitator
13.00- 14.00 Lunch
14.00-15.00 Panel: Gender in current

economic planning and
thinking

Mr Veikondja Tjikuzu, Deputy Director:
National Planning Commission; Ms
Lavinia Shikongo, Head: Poverty
Reduction and HIV/AIDS Programme;

15.00-16.00 TEA
16.00-17.00 Debate: Has globalisation had

a negative effect on women?
Ms Sandra Williams, Station Manager:
KCR; Ms Sarry Xoagus-Eises, Head:
Constituency Channel; Ms Unomengi
Kauapirura, Lecturer: PoN; Ms Bertha
Amakali, Lecturer: PoN; Prof Ted
Schwalbe, Fulbright Prof. : PoN; Mr
Frederico  Links; Editor: Echoes.

TUESDAY 24 JULY
8.30-9.30 The budget process; where

does gender come in
Lily Brandt, Acting CEO of NAMFISA

9.30-10.30 Case studies and exercise
10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-13.00 Gender, work and enterprise Juliet Kavetuna, Secretary-General:

National Youth Council
13.00-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-15.00 Access to finance Ali Pinje, First National Bank
15.00-16.30 Briefing on field work
WEDNESDAY 25 JULY
 8.30- 15.00 Field work Penduka Project, Goreangab; Habitat

Centre, Katutura; Women’s Action for
Development (WAD); and the !Nara
Project, Windhoek.

15.00 Report back and shaping stories
THURSDAY 26 JULY
Write up stories
FRIDAY 27 JULY
8.30-11:00 Review stories. Wrap Up and Closure. Certificates.
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 ANNEX B:
LIST OF PANELISTS

     BUSINESS UNUSUAL PROGRAMME
23- 27 JULY 2007

NAME ORGANISATION
1. Monica Kalondo CEO – ‘Stimulus’/Entrepreneur
2. Lavinia Shikongo Head: Poverty Reduction & HIV and AIDS

- UNDP
3. Veikondja Tjikuzu Dep. Director: National Planning

Commission (Poverty Reduction & HR
Planning)

4. Lily Brandt Acting CEO: NAMFISA
5. Juliet Kavetuna Secretary-General, National Youth

Council’s entrepreneurial Project
6. Unomengi Kaupirura Lecturer: Journalism - PoN
7. Ted Schwalbe Fulbright Prof. - PoN
8. Sandra Williams Station Manager – Katutura Community

Radio
9. Sarry Xoagus-Eises – not

sure
Constituency Channel (Parliament)

10. Bertha Amakali Lecturer – Jlsm - PoN
11. Frederico Links Editor - Echoes
12. Emily Brown PoN
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ANNEX C
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

      BUSINESS UNUSUAL PROGRAMME
        23- 27 JULY 2007

NAME ORGANISATION
1.  Fonseca Upite PoN (Student)
2. Moses Magadza The Southern Times (Editor)
3.  Mathews Vatilifa PoN (Student)
4.  Christopher Kupulo PoN (Student)
5.  Aron T Uushona PoN (Student)
6.  Vikitoria Hango PoN (Student)
7.  Belinda Hamburee PoN (Student)
8. Clemencia Jacobs PoN (Student)
9. Erasmus Junias PoN (Student)
10. Frances Shoahama PoN (Student)
11. Mervin Kazapua PoN (Student)
12.Ted Schwalbe (Dr.) PoN (Fulbright Prof.)
13. Teppo Similä PoN (Exchange student)
14. Tero Lakonen PoN (Exchange student)
15 Terhi Vuorinen PoN (Exchange student)
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ANNEX D
Evaluation of Business Unusual Namibia

       27TH JULY 2007

EXCELLE
NT

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 4 6
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 8 2
3. FACILITATION 2 7 1
4. GROUP WORK 2 3 3 1
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 3 5 1 1
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 5 5
7. NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

4 3 2

8. ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

2 6 2

COMMENTS

1. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
- The panel discussions were interesting. They taught me much of the situation

in Namibia and Africa in general.
- Module two was very interesting as it was about how women are denied

access to and control over resources. And how their work and efforts to take
care of their families as well as the nation is taken for granted

- All panel discussions were useful because there was a possibility to hear
many opinions at the same time

- Globalization debate: the session had different opinions from the various
experts, with regards to the definition/meaning and effect of the term
globalization.

- Writing stories and evaluating them as a team because this presented an
opportunity to walk the talk and to put the theory we had obtained into
practice

- Gender, work and enterprise because it was well presented, and more in the
Namibian context

- Business women and the media topic that says, “if reporting becomes gender
sensitive, then all spheres are likely to follow”

- Ali Ipinge’s session on whether women have access to land and money was
useful for me as it is a topic that I have been pondering on. It is an
interesting topic because women’s rights to inheritance is often infringed
upon – they are not allowed to own land, the land and the money left by the
husband is ceased by his family and even though inheritance was not
touched upon, I still found the session important.

2. Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
- I felt a bit out of place at the opening ceremony since I had no idea what this

book was. Also the speaker tended to repeat the same statements and I had
trouble connecting with them.
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- All sessions were equally useful because of how the arrangements were
done. There were speakers in each field of discussion and I think that made
the whole workshop more fun and understandable.

- Access to finance because it was strongly emphasized in almost every
session.

- This question is quite difficult although I would like to say that the economics
session because I am not interested in economics but that is the reason why
trainings like these are useful to me.

- The talks with resource persons. The majority of them were not prepared
while others apologized claiming they had been invited at the last minute and
could no have done a better presentation. None of the practicing journalist
invited turned up from The Namibian and New Era because they opportunity
they missed would have benefited students.

- The budget process. The session did not critique the national spending in
relation to what is spent on women’s empowerment.

- None  x3

3. Any other comments
- I only want to say that I have learnt a lot during the workshop. Learnt things

like gender budget and how women are perceived as in our communities.
- I learnt a lot about Namibian culture simply by listening to speakers at the

various sessions. I also enjoyed working with the students.
- The course was overall useful, I benefited a lot from it, gained knowledge on

media and gender-related issues, shared and learnt from different
participant’s ideas.

- This training was a brilliant initiative. In future, it would be useful to mix
student journalists with people who call the shots in the newsrooms because
it will be many years before the young aspiring scribes get into the positions
of authority.

- The training was very educative
- The workshop was a success because I personally think it took me a step

further in understanding and the way I now look at gender related issues
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Business Unusual
Swaziland Report
13th- 17th August 2007
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This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Swaziland Business Unusual
training course undertaken at the Institute Mountain Inn Hotel and Resort in
Mbabane, Swaziland from 13th to 17th August. This was run by Gender Links (GL) and
sponsored by NIZA. The full programme of the workshop is attached at Annex A. A
list of panellists who participated in the workshop is included in Annex B. The
workshop attracted a diverse group of 23 participants; 14 men and 9 women (see
Annex C) from local media houses and the University Of Swaziland. Their
evaluations of the workshop are included in Annex D. Colleen Lowe Morna, Trevor
Davies and Rebecca Masinde, from Gender Links facilitated the workshop. Bheki
Maskeo of MB communications organized the workshop.

Welcome and introductions
Trevor Davies and Rebecca Masinde of Gender Links welcomed the participants and
the opening panellists to the third workshop of phase two of the Business Unusual
Program. They then had a brief run-through of the weeks program and what was
expected of the participants by the end of the workshop.

Panel: Business women and the media: Friends or foes?
Martin Dlamini (The Times); Susan Myzo Magagula (Swazi Observer); Busi Zwane
(Pam Golding Properties).

Martin Dlamini
Managing Editor- The Times

At each and every computer at The Times
there is a strip asking “have you projected
women as leaders in your story?”  This is to
remind their journalists that they must
always enedvor to be gender sensitive in
everything they writ.

How in your assessment do women
feature in economic coverage?

 Business desks are run by women
 Number of women source has increased form 23% to 43%
 We still have a long way to  go to  balance the scales
 If we are guided by editorial policy, we can fix it

Do you think men and women are treated differently?
 Culturally yes, especially in Swaziland- it was believed that women were only

suited for only a particular type of job and enterprise activity
 Women are also held back by their household responsibilities.
 Their personal lives are more likely to spill over into business.

Are there stories that are being missed? What are they?
 The rising number of women entrepreneurs and what has encourages their

growth  (56 to 44 percent)
 How they manage to balance the demands of the home (family) and business
 Why there are more female SME owners in the Hhohho region than

elsewhere.
 Why more men in SME ownership are in the rural areas
 Why are there fewer women in big business?
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 Why there fewer women in the management, retail and service sector.
To the extent that there are gender gaps in the media coverage of women
in the economy, what could be the reasons for this?

 Businesses are male dominated therefore women become fewer in term of
sources

 Men are general more outspoken.

How can this be addressed?
 Media houses must adopt pro-women policies in their reporting
 Editorial policies to quote at lease one woman in all stories including

businesses, and project women as citizens and leaders.
 More coverage on issues that hinder women to progress in the business

world, and their participation in economic development.

Susan Myzo Magagula
CEO- Swazi Observer

As the first female CEO in the Swaziland print
industry, Susan Myzo Magagula attests to the fact
that there still isn’t enough exposure for women
is business.

How do women feature in economic coverage?
 Comparatively speaking I would estimate the coverage at 30% and I’m being

generous. Perhaps because they are a minority in mainstream economic
activity, they are seen not to deserve wide coverage and prominence.

 Their positive contribution toward community development more often goes
unnoticed and is ignored by the media and swept under the carpet. For
example the handicraft producers; the women in the manufacturing industry
e.g clothing industry.

 A few good stories that get press coverage are mostly those of high profile
female personalities which is well and good- but too limited to serve as a
source of encouragement to a larger section of women at the grass root.

 60% of SMEs are run and managed by women.

“Where you find a strong woman there are always challenges”

Some possible reasons for gender gaps in media coverage of women in the
economy; Are women and men treated differently?

 Certainly yes- women are still regarded as minors and their achievements and
success stories are often attributed to their spouses

 Men are often featured in a more diverse range of roles often associated with
power, money and prestige whilst women are mostly featured in stories that
emphasize their traditional roles, their physical attributes and their
vulnerability. They are often portrayed as victims.

 Women are often not used as sources because due to the bias against them,
and and ingrained “docile” nature, they shy away from telling their stories
fearing that they will be victimized.

 In conflict situations, the woman is often portrayed as the source of the
problem.
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 Participation of women in economic activity is limited due to a lot more issues
but especially limited access to resources.

 The ratio of make to female journalists in most news rooms.
 Most media is traditionally conservative and as a result resist change.
 Gender is not an editorial propriety and in fact is largely considered to be

donor-inspired.

Potential solutions?

 Journalists should use more women as sources of stories, particularly in
business coverage

 The media should consciously focus not only on the high profile women but
also ordinary women at the grass-root level and the role that they play in
affecting social change, e.g. women in agriculture.

 The media should allow women engaged in business to tell their own stories,
define role models and profile them at defined intervals.

 The media should write stories that reflect the diversity of roles that women
hold in all sectors of society, from business to sports, community projects etc.
Talk to women lawyers and doctors, community leader and teachers etc.

 Get women to be guest editors and feature writers.
 Support institutions: can help with building capacity for mentoring media

content from a gender perspective.
 The can support by monitoring and evaluating initiatives
 Advocacy and lobbying- will help influence policy development
 Training on benefits of networking – women should network more.
 Introduce an annual award for best media coverage of women in

economic activity as an incentive.
 Research and information management and dissemination
 Women must be proactive and come out of their shells to speak about

their successes.
 The media should for once be harassed positively by women seeking

coverage of their activities and it will endeavour to cover those
stories.

She ended by commending Gender Links, SWAAGA, REDI and NEDBANK for taking
positive steps towards empowering women.

Busi Zwane
Managing Director- Pam Golding Properties

Busi Zwane, who just emerged on to the “high profile” business scene as the MD of
Pam gold holding made the following points regarding business women and the
media.

 Women are always portrayed in the media as reactants to negative issues
in the economy and women are rarely portrayed as single success stories
and are all mentioned with their families unlike men.

 The media must use the same starndars for men and women in terms of
appearance and martial status and family issues.

 WEE for women.

Mark Abrahams- a participant form Business World magazine, asked an important
question to the panelists and participants alike as closing food for thought;
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Is our role to reflect or to change society?
How can media influence the change the policies? Martin Dlamini of the Times said
that the media tries to drum it in everyday but no-one listens, all the media can do is
effectively inform. The media has a role to educating the society on whats good and
bad, to inform them so that they make informed decisions, this may or maynot
influence change. The media cannot ignore the entertainment functions of the
media, and this is what makes their role as informants and entertainers rather
controversial. However, it was unanimous that yes- it was the medias role to attempt
to positively change society. Reflection and change should work synonomously.
Key concepts and monitoring exercises on gender sensitivity
This was conducted was conducted by Trevor Davies of GL. Participants were
given different Swazi newspapers, and asked to find out what type of stories
mentioned men and which stories mentioned women.

Business as usual
- Boy is the boardroom
- Women do 75% of the work, get a fraction of the mention
- Most of the work women do is not counted- CARE economy
- Cost cutting, home-based care=adding the unwaged work of women
- No society will progress if it ties the hands of 50% of its population- women.
-

Business unusual
- Manual- supported by NIZA
- Phase two: Training in: South Africa, Namibia, Swaziland
- Two follow up stories.
- Certificates, video conference 17 August.

Women are not heard! This chart from regional analysis and reinforces the
findings in the monitoring exercise- that women are not as well represented as men
in the media.

Regional analysis of topic & sex - % of individual topics
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Panel: Gender in current economic planning and thinking
Thembinkosi Dlamini (CANGO); Zanele Ndluli and Nokwazi Mhlanga (Ministry for
economic planning and development); Lombuso Taongai (PLS)

Thembinkosi Dlamini
Chief economist of CANGO

“Bomake Bayinsika Yemnotfo Welive:Make Lophilile, Umnotfo Losimeme”
“Women are the Foundation of Every Nations Economy:A Healthy Woman, a Stable
Economy”
 Macroeconomics concerns the theory of how income is determined based on level

of utilisation of resources and the rate of growth of these resources (Value
creation)

 Particularly movements in the following aggregates
 Economic stabilisation-price level stability i.e. minimal inflation
 Distributional equity-how the income generated affects people positively, more so

the poor and marginalised
 Broad Social Goals-social cohesion, income security, education, universal health

care, improving standard of living
 Sustainable Economic Development-broad based and shared growth- stable,

across regions, across cohorts, across classes e.t.c

Conventional Macro-economic Policy is Gender Blind and fails to recognise
that:
 Women's contribution to the economy is systematically underestimated
 There is an unpaid care economy in which women do most of the work of

maintaining the labour force and keeping the social fabric in good order,
maintaining social cohesion, civic responsibility and good neighbourliness

 Non-market processes contributes to the “healthy functioning” of the economy
 Market liberalisation places new burdens on those providing unpaid care, while at

the same time undermining public provision in support of this work

Measuring Women's Contribution to the Economy
i) Subsistence Production

 Production for home use which in principle could be marketed e.g.
food, clothing, soft furnishings, pottery and housing

ii) Unpaid Care Work
 Includes household chores such as looking after the household,

cooking, cleaning and providing personal care to family members,
friends and neighbours.

 The UN System of National Accounts defines unpaid care work as
work lying outside the production boundary.

 The care economy is vital for keeping the social fabric in good
repair and for maintaining and reproducing the labour force

iii) Voluntary Community Work
 Includes unpaid activities in all kinds of civic associations, both

secular and church based
 Includes self help groups, home based care for PLWHA,

neighbourhood safety, civic responsibility
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Percentage Share of Women’s Role in Rural Household Systems Tasks in
Kenya

Workload Percent
Share

Workload Percent Share

Clearing land 5 Processing 90

Turning soil 30 Marketing 60

Planting 50 Carrying of water & fuel 95

Weeding & hoeing 75 Domestic animal care 55

Harvesting 65 Hunting 10

Carrying crops home 85 Cooking & family care 95

Storing 80 Small-scale farmers 85

iv) Gender and Trade
 Typical economy is made of households, firms, institutions which together

complete the production and consumption cycle
 National production should equal consumption, deficit obtained from imports
 However, imports require foreign currency hence the need to trade, debt or

aid
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Why Do We Trade??

                  Debt “burden”

Trade        Aid
“Fair”          “Comprehensive”

i) Resource endowments
ii) Improve economy-earning forex
iii) Sell off “surplus”
iv) Trade=Revenue=Development through the national budget
v) In Africa trade is a means to an end i.e. development
vi) Elsewhere trade is an end i.e. profit
vii)

Trade balance/Export Performance
 Ideally capital Import & Export neutrality
 Import reliance constrains industrial capacity & accentuates contraction in GDP
 Export Perfomance also constrained by:

a. High domestic inflation
b. Rising production costs
c. Loss of markets to low cost producers
d. Low international commodity prices
e. Lack of value addition to local products

Gender in Financial Planning & Trade Policy
 Trade Policy is dotted by a neo-liberal agenda driven by the evil triplets, IMF,

World Bank and the WTO
 Advocate for uncontrolled trade, reduction of tariffs to zero, removal of non –

tariff barriers to trade
 Open developing economies to multi-national & trans-national corporations,

the owners of global capital who look for cheap labour and flexible rules

DEVELOPMENT
FOR

AFRICA
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Gender in Financial Planning & Trade Policy
Developing countries to loose due to severe supply side constraints

 Low industrialisation imminent collapse due capital intensive competition
 Reduction in preference margins will render RoO obsolete, competition from

more efficient producers
 Government development oriented policies will be undermined i.e.

competition, minimum wage, investment promotion e.t.c
The Millennium Development Goals esp.

 Poverty & hunger eradication-loss of food sovereignty imminent with trade
liberalisation

 Universal primary education-loss of revenue to government, high proportions
obtained from trade taxes

 Environmental sustainability-competition for resources, market economy,
environment will suffer

 Global partnerships for development

MGD Based Planning
 GoS endorsed MDG based planning
 GoS adopted the PRSAP- a strategy towards MDGs
 GoS has not mainstreamed Gender Budgeting which will cause difficulty in

measuring resource flows to this group
 Regional and Global protocols on women participation in decision making

followed to the extent possible

Zanele Ndluli and Nokwazi Mhlanga
Ministry of economic planning and development

Introduction into economic planning

1. Its about creating an enabling environment for development
Economic – growth, investment, employment, incomes, infrastructure, trade, fiscal,
monetary
 social – equity, cohesion, development with a human face e.g. A healthy, educated,
well fed nation
 and political – stability, good governance, democracy

2. Planning – creating an environment where all the above happen in an efficient
and effective manner.

3. Re-actionary or pro-active interventions to manage internal and external shocks
4. Done through policy, programmes, projects and a budget
5. Important to manage thru planning, implementation and monitoring
6. How does gender come into planning
7. Aspect of addressing the issue of development with a human face or trickle down

phenomenon
Visible through demands and needs of different interest groups – youth, women,
men, boys, girls
Capabilities, vulnerabilities and empowerment
8. Allocate resources such that welfare of citizens is maximized

Gender and macroeconomic planning
Currently:
Gender recognised at policy level and mainstreaming being done
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Gender policy in place, constitution gives rights to women in many aspects
But admit that there are imbalances in terms of gains from govt interventions and
are related to traditions, attitudes, laws etc
Thus women, girls appear marginalised

Consequently:
Women not big players in the economy
High unemployment
High level of poverty
High incidence of hiv/aids
Low level of participation in decision making

Gender and trade
 Women are mainly micro enterprises and predominantly in the agricultural

and food production. About 70-80% of women carry out the work
 But tendency is that with these export-oriented activities once they demand

markets and/or contracts, women hand over to the men and become invisible
 Whereas men tend to rely on and have easy access to land, agricultural

technical assistance, credit facilities, education & decision making bodies, by
tradition women most often lack access to and control of resources

 The country is a beneficiary of agoa through the employment of women
(textiles) and in the cannery industry

 Easier access for women to credit, imported consumer goods, tools and
inputs for crafts etc is vital if this sector is to reap the benefits of increased m
and x opportunities

 There is also the need to improve women’s rights in owning or inheriting land
in order to achieve the desired effects on female earnings and on economic
growth in general

 Trade liberalisation has led to m competition and major marketing difficulties
(asian influx of primary manufactured goods-shoes, toys, hhold utensils)
hence a large number of work opportunities for women have been lost. On a
positive note, tl is associated wt an increased no. Of women in paid
employment

Gender featuring in global and regional org.
 The fastest growing sectors in today’s economies are not traditional male

oriented, female labour is preferred within the new services sectors (tourism,
financial, airlines etc). But competitive!

 Globally, the un makes gender as upmost importance seen as the inclusion as
goal 3 in the 2015 mdgs

 The 4th un conference on women in beijing stated that “they would ensure
that national policies related to international and regional trade agreements
do not have an adverse impact on women’s new & traditional economic
activities”

 Who-developed a gender strategy to ensure that gender equality and health
equity are incorporated into who’s work

 Continentally, the au article 4.1 mandates the union to ftn in accordance wt
the principle of promotion of gender equality

 Sadc treaty article 6.2 undertakes not to discriminate any person on the
grounds of gender

 It signed for 30% women for power in 2005 (sd did not meet this because
there’s only a 20% representation in 2003-2008
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 Gender featuring in global and regional org. Con.
 Sadc declaration on gender and dev (1997) commits to take urgent needs to

prevent and deal with the increasing levels of violence against women &
children

 The comesa gender policy 2002 binds members to fostering gender at all
levels of regional integration and cooperation

Gender featuring in financial planning
 90% of all women become totally responsible for their financial welfare at

some point. Infact women are good financial manangers, especially at hhold
levels

 50% of working women do not have pension (informal sector and sme)
 Experience has shown that women who do invest tends to be more cautious

than men indicating gender differences in risk tolerance, perception on
change & future, attitudes about money & investment knowledge

 Gender featuring in financial planning
 In Swaziland women are not necessarily discriminated in the financial sector

but by virtue of belonging to informal sector, they can be denied credit
(reliance on informal micro-lenders)

 Married women requires spouse’s support in the formal financila system
 Gender featuring in trade policy
 Whilst government is working on the trade policy, we expect that it would be

gender sensitive through the following:
i) Allow all entrepreneurs to participate irrespective of gender
ii) No discrimination to access to credit
iii) Empower women as a vulnerable group
iv) Create environment that would able investment, trade etc for all

equal partners

Lombuso Taongai
PLS Cheif Officer

What is gender?
 The concise Oxford Dictionary describes gender as ‘the grammatical

classification of nouns and related words, roughly corresponding to the two
sexes and sexlessness” or the property of belonging to such a class, ie, male
or female.”

 Now this definition aids me to move away from the old fashioned thinking of
when you talk gender you are talking women.

 It says to me, when talking gender we are talking about either male or
female, young or old.

 Economics is defined as the science of production and distribution of wealth.
 Macroeconomics is the study of large scale or general economic factors.
 Now when we put the two words together, gender and macroeconomic

planning, we are looking at both women and men, young and old being
involved in the production and distribution of wealth from the planning stage
to completion.

 Going back to the olden times when there was a lot of talk about women
empowerment and the feminist revolution and the evolution into gender, one
may be mistaken to think that gender is all about women .
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 I am assuming here that I am talking to a group that understands that
gender is more than just talking about females but rather about empowering
disadvantaged groups of people in the society be it female or male.

What does gender have to do with macro economic planning?
 Let us agree that both males and females have a huge part to play in the

production and distribution of wealth in a home and even country.
 If one is not involved in the production, one is involved in the distribution or

one is a user of the wealth one way or the other.
 I will give a simple example, If the government of Bubuland decides to drill a

borehole in the village as part of its plan for the year, consequently;
i) The families get cleaner water easier
ii) No sick families
iii) More time to carry out other chores and activities that can

bring in money
iv) Can water their vegetable gardens better, meaning more

produce and leaving surplus for selling.
v) And hence more money into the different households.

 When planning on the production and distribution of wealth the different people
affected need to be consulted because at the end of the day, the lifestyle of
people in a country define at what stage the country is at (developed, developing
etc)

 The wealth of the nation needs to be distributed in accordance to the needs of
the populace. The disadvantaged ones needs’ need to be prioritised highly.

 Our differences between the sexes should be a source of agreement as we all
strive to make meaningful contributions  to the society we live and work in.

 Simply increasing numbers of women faces without attempting to nurture and
accommodate sexual diversity does not work. The increase in numbers of women
in decision making places in both government and private sector should be
coherent with the change in lifestyle of both sexes without none remaining
behind.

 For example in a household you might be told it is the wife who is in charge of
the finances but you find out that in actual fact what is meant is  that her job is
to pay the bills, same mundane tasks all the time. But ask her about investments
or serious financial decisions such as asset acqusitions, she will simply go with
whatever daddy has to say.

 This is what we have to move away from, let the woman have equal say in the
use of finances in the home, likewise in the budgeting process for the country.
Does the budget of a nation reflect gender mainstreaming?

 Are problems faced by the different sexes addressed in the national  budgets.
Are the needs and concerns properly reflected in the budget?

 Mainly you find some form of window dressings in the small funds for sme
projects such as sawing, poultry, peanut butter making etc or trade in trinkets
and basket weaving.


Gender in current economic planning and trade policy.

 Gender in Swaziland as has been expressed in previous slides has also joined
the rest of the world in featuring gender in the financial planning
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 However what still needs to be changed is the move away from seeing the
featuring of gender in the form of paltry sums of money for small time
projects that bring little change to the lifestyles of the underprivileged in
different communities.

 With regards financial planning and  trade policy, gender in Swaziland
features as a priority,

 A good example is the deputy governor of the Central Bank who I gather is
the chairperson of the budget committee, and definitely the front runner for
most activities carried out by the central bank.

 Most females through the ministry of enterprise are encouraged to get into
mainstream trade.

 What needs to be further investigated is is the policy more rhetoric or there is
serious groundwork happening.

Gender and sport (2010)
 There is no gender representation
 However policy, intends to have gender featuring in the activities towards

2010.
 Many opportunities in terms of business for both male and female

Panel: The budget process; where does gender come in?
Trevor Davies

Trevor Davies of GL took the group through the basics of gender mainstreaming in
the budget and how government spending is an essential factor to moving towards
gender equality in our society. Using some focus points from previous panels on
gender and budgeting the group formulated the following points;

Why focus on budgets?
 Reflect a government’s policy priorities
 A useful barometer of the extent to which political commitments are translated into

fiscal commitments.
 Not merely neutral technical decisions but political choices. Budget allocations part

of the political contestations around which gender equality should be advanced.
 Accountability, transparency, efficiency/ effectiveness, good governance

(participation)

Everyone agreed that the Swazi government was “talking the talk and not walking
the walk” concerning gender budgeting and society was suffering as a result.

Panel: Gender work and enterprise
Mduduzi Kunene (Ministry of Enterprise and Employment, head of SME unit)

The SME unit in the ministry of enterprise and employment works towards
the following objectives;

 Foster economic growth
 Create employment opportunities
 Alleviate poverty
 Increase level of ownership for women and men
 Support new entrants
 Support measures for established entrepreneurs
 Monitoring and implementation of the SME policy
 Ensuring the coordination and cooperation of service providers
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 Ensure a smooth flow of capital
 Upkeep of the SME database
 Maintain consistent dialogue with stakeholders

Women positions in the workplace;
 Cultural- women especially in Swaziland have a very rigid cultural and

traditional roles that create barriers to certain typed of development.
 Resources- there is limited access to resources for women.
 Women mindset- women have been socialized from a very young age in

certain ways that embody many stereotypical characteristics.
 Responsibilities- women are faced with family obligations that they cannot

escape.

According to Kunene, gender parity can be achieved by:
 Capacity building
 Incentives
 Savings
 Education
 Markets
 Women Empowerment Policy

Panel: Access to finance
Sibongile Mthembuo (Imbita Swaziland
Women Finance Trust), Silver Nyambi
(NEDBANK)

Introduction
Imbita have 1700 women in Swaziland that they sponsor and train and provide
finances for.

 The legal position of women in Swaziland entrenches their low social status.
Women are regarded as minors and cannot enter into contracts without the
co-signature of their husbands.

 It is estimated that 25% of the households are headed by women because of
male migration, death or separation. Women often assume the primary
responsibility of meeting the basic needs of the family, especially the children.

 Income distribution is poor and there is need to
 supplement  women’s income. It is well documented that women use any

additional income on basic needs such as food, shelter, school fees and clinic
visits.

 Assistance in this regard is the best way of promoting the welfare of families
and the community, thus raising levels of educations and health.

 Economic self-sufficiency is therefore a basis for increasing confidence and
boosting a woman’s role in household decision making

Statement of the problem
 It is estimated that around three-quarters of economically active women in

Swaziland work at small-scale income generating activities, the so called
micro-enterprises.

 It is typical for a woman to work alone in her business activity with little
forward planning, accurate costing of products or market assessment
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 Imbita believes there is scope for women to improve the cost effectiveness of
their businesses without drastically changing the way they manage the
competing demands of work and the family.

 Even when a business is able to expand from the scale of micro-enterprise to
small business, it is competing in an open economy with a high proportion of
imports.

 Access to credit is an additional problem for the female entrepreneur, making
good financial planning and business support services.

 Even when bank liquidity is high, the distribution of credit is influenced by the
prevailing social and legal systems.

 In Swaziland women are restricted by lack of knowledge about, access to and
responsible use of credit by the collateral requirements of formal financial
institutions.

 In the customary civil marriage (in community of property) the husband
controls the joint property. A wife cannot autonomously use the resources to
secure credit, while the man can.

 Women rarely own the collateral against which banks will give credit – such
as title deeds to land. For women the only access to finance is through
money lenders who charge very high interest rates.

Alternatives Considered / Possible Strategies
 Subsidized credit schemes in developing countries are common. These

programs are designed to meet short-term welfare needs when women are
unable to engage in small businesses or increase productivity.

 In Swaziland various strategies have been adopted as a means of bridging
the gap that exists in accessing credit from formal financial institutions. The
adopted strategies include:

i) Stockfel
ii) ROSCA’s
iii) Microfinance by NGO’s

 NGO’s are seen to be the best way of closing the gap that exist in the access
to credit by women. A one time intervention is not sufficient to support
women entrepreneurs as they occasionally need sustainable source of
appropriate and affordable finance whenever needed.

 Female economic activity can be identified can be identified in three main
categories:

 Home based self-employed – These women sell surplus produce and are
involved in low-technology, home based income generating activities such as
handicrafts.

 Non home based self employed: These engage in income generating activities
outside home, it includes those in small scale production like sewing
workshops, the market women and the vendors.

 Waged: These are women in the wage sector, who need credit to cater for
personal needs like assets

 acquisitions, paying school fess and medical expenses. Some of the employed
women supplement their wages by operating small business or some trading
activity.

 What more needs to done
 There is need to review bank policies to lending, how it specifically affects

women as customers.
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 Need to align all formal financial institutions policies with the country’s
constitution i.e. men and women treated equally.

 The practical implementation of the constitution is key to ensure that
women’s property rights exist i.e. access to land to include their names on
land title deeds.

 Diversification of the financial sector, to include a wider range of non-bank
institutions, as well as changing relationships between formal and informal
institutions.

 What more needs to be Done
 It is my personal and professional belief that
 facilitating equitable and easy access to finance is
 key for us to unlock the entrepreneurial potential
 amongst Swazi women.

Silver Nyambi  the NEDBANK SME Relationship Manager, reiterated most of what
was said by Sibongile Mthembuo in her presentation. He briefed us in the role
NEDBANK plays in trying to empower women in the economy, and stated that the
barriers of access to finance need to be overcome. He finished by telling the
participants, that it is not the amount of money that has been invsted that has seen
the success of many business, but the knowledge invested in learning how to
effectively run these businesses.
 “It is not money but knowledge that will make you succeed in the business world”

Field Work
From the panels and discussions over the first two days, participants each chose an
area of focus to pursue in field exercises that resulted in the production of a
supplement.
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ANNEX A
BUSINESS UNUSUAL SWAZILAND
13th – 17th AUGUST 2007
PROGRAMME

TIME TOPIC WHO
MONDAY 13 August
8.30-9.00 Welcome, introductions
9.00-9.30 Official opening Trevor Davies (Gender Links)
9.30-10.30 Business women and

the media: friends or
foes?

Martin Dlamini (The Times); Susan Myzo
Magagula (Swazi Observer); Busi Zwane (Pam
Golding Properties).

10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-12.00 Key concepts Facilitator
12.00-13.00 Case studies: Gender in

the economy and
development

Facilitator

13.00- 14.00 Lunch
14.00-15.00 Panel: Gender in

current economic
planning and thinking

Thembinkosi Dlamini (CANGO); Zanele Ndluli
and Nokwazi Mhlanga (Ministry for economic
planning and development); Lombuso Taongai
(PLS)

15.00-16.00 TEA
16.00-17.00 Debate: Has

globalisation had a
negative effect on
women?

Team

TUESDAY 14 August
7.30-9.30 Businesswoman of the

year breakfast  (TBC)
REDI

10.00-11.00 The budget process;
where does gender
come in

Trevor Davies (Gender Links)

11.00-11.30 TEA
11.30-13.00 Gender, work and

enterprise
Mduduzi Kunene (Ministry of Enterprise and
Employment)

13.00-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-15.00 Access to finance Sibongile Mthembuo (Imbita Swaziland Women

Finance Trust), Silver Nyambi (NEDBANK)

15.00-15.30 TEA
15.00-16.30 Briefing on field work Facilitators; Prof Rooney, UNISWA

WEDNESDAY 15 August
8.30-15.00 Field work Woodlands; Handcrafts; Gone rural

enterprises; Express Textiles
15.00 Report back and Facilitators; Prof Rooney, UNISWA
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TIME TOPIC WHO
shaping stories

THURSDAY 16 August
8.30- 12.00 Write up stories
FRIDAY 17 August
8.30 Review stories Facilitators; Prof Rooney, UNISWA
12.00 Wrap up and closure GEMSWA
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ANNEX B
BUSINESS UNUSUAL SWAZILAND
13th – 17th AUGUST 2007
PANELISTS

Ms Lombuso Taongai, Chief Operations Officer, Premier League of Swaziland
Sibongile Mthembu, Imbita Women Finance Trust
Nomsa Shiba, Marketing Manager, Swazi Bank
Musa Ndlangamandla, Chief Editor, Swazi Observer
Susan Magagula, CEO, Swazi Observer
Martin Dlamini, Managing Editor, Times of Swaziland
Busi Zwane, Managing Director, Pam Golding Properties
Sylvia Mthethwa, CEO, Progress Stationary and Business Woman of the Year Winner
Thembinkosi Dlamini, Economist, CANGO
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ANNEX C
BUSINESS UNUSUAL SWAZILAND
13-17th AUGUST 2007
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

NAME ORGANIZATION CEL
PHONE

1. Barbara Mthethwa Radio Swaziland 653 8824
2. Bukhosi Dlamini UNISWA 618 6619
3. Feziwe Mofokeng UNISWA 617 4953
4. Futhie Masondo UNISWA 608 2604
5. Gabsile Lukhele UNISWA 624 7046
6. Mark Abrahams Business World 627 8765
7. Mpendulo Ngwenya UNISWA 604 1578
8. Musa Simelane UNISWA 608 2200
9. Precious Stewart UNISWA 613 9059
10. Prudence Dlamini UNISWA 613 6049
11. Request S Zwane UNISWA 635 3245
12. S’khulile Dludlu UNISWA 632 2864
13. Samuel Dlamini UNISWA 638 4930
14. Setsabile Masina SWATCYP 633 3830
15. Sfiso Sibandze UNISWA 634 7684
16. Sibonginkosi Mamba UNISWA 603 8811
17. Sinethemba Dlamini UNISWA       627 5719
18. Siphilangenkosi Pateguana UNISWA 613 0071
19. Sizwe Maziya UNISWA 632 6490
20. Themba Thwala SWATCYP       627 1704
21. Thusi Londiwe UNISWA 628 5033
22. Tsepo Molelekeng UNISWA 614 7917
23. Zanele Mdluli Voice Of The Church Radio 642 1239
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ANNEX D
BUSINESS UNUSUAL SWAZILAND
13th – 17th AUGUST 2007
EVALUATIONS

EXCELLE
NT

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 2 17 3
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 4 18
3. FACILITATION 11 6 5
4. GROUP WORK 3 15 2 2
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 15 7
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 15 4 1
7. NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

6 11 5

8. ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

5 15 2

COMMENTS

4. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
- The field work was most useful to me as it was my first experience and I

personally learnt a lot x2.
- Field work as it gave me the opportunity to put in practice everything that I

learnt x4
- Gender work and enterprise because it was lively and very practical x2.
- Learning on how to report on gender issues more especially on women who

had been misrepresented.
- Nedbank Swaziland presentation x3
- Writting stories as we were able to recognize our strength and weaknesses
- Ministry of enterprise and employment because it really highlighted the issue

of women and empowerment.
- Field work allowed me to find out a lot of information about different people

and where they stand with issues of gender balance x 3
- Business women and the media: friends or foe. I got the opportunity to see if

the media was hostile to issues with regards to women x2.
- All presentations as they prepared us into the field
- Gender budgeting
- Report back sessions
-

5. Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
- The opening session as we expected the Deputy minister but she failed to

make it and it was disappointing
- The presentation from Ned bank because the panelist was not prepared and

made very little reference to the subject at hand. It felt more like an
advertisement of the company’s product versus the subject x3.

- None x 9
- The session on the SME in the ministry of enterprise did not pack much useful

information
- Business of the year breakfast was a waste of time
- The voting session did not have much value
- Gender and enterprise because I feel the speaker was unable/not willing to

commit properly regarding important issues that needed to be addressed.
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6. Any other comments
- The facilitation and the presentations were excellent and I learnt a lot from

that as far as gender issues are concerned.
- It was a great experience, not only that women should be recognized but

that they should also stand on their own.
- It would be good to engage more sessions like domestic violence victims

stories.
- The programme has been very useful and wishes it was extended to even

those that have just graduated x3.
- Facilitators must always try to make contact with panelists so that they all

attend.
- In future, we would like you to strongly criticize us so as to help us improve

and work harder.
- Future participants should be accommodated so that we can have more time

discussing the topics on an  informal matter
- It was a great programme and we are proud to see out stories being

published.
- A workshop of this nature should run for longer, at least two weeks.
- Need more training like this one because it is such a great learning

experience x4
- Would like Trevor to put up a proposal to the University of Swaziland to

introduce photo journalism. We would surely like to learn more on that
subject.

- Please give us allowances
- Well organized workshop, thank you x3
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SOUTH AFRICA BUSINESS UNUSUAL
IAJ Report
16th – 20th July 2007
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Synopsis
This report covers the key activities and outputs of the South Africa Business
Unusual training course undertaken at the Institute for the Advancement of
journalism (IAJ) from the 16th to the 20th of July. This was run by Gender Links (GL)
in collaboration with the IAJ and sponsored by NIZA. The full programme of the
workshop is attached at Annex A. A list of panellists who participated in the
workshop is included in Annex B. The workshop attracted a diverse group of 15
participants; 6 men and 9 women (see Annex C) from print, radio and television.
Their evaluations of the workshop are included in Annex D. GL Executive director
Colleen Lowe Morna and photo journalist Trevor Davies facilitated the workshop with
help from the IAJ head of Print Shehnaaz Bulbulia. Rebecca Masinde of Gender Links
organised this event.

Welcome and introductions
Executive Director of Gender Links Colleen Lowe Morna along with Shehnaaz
Bulbulia welcomed the participants and the opening panellists to the first workshop
of phase two of the Business Unusual Program. There was a brief run-through of the
weeks programme and what was expected of the participants by the end of the
workshop.

Opening remarks: Mmabatho Matiwane (Department of Trade and
Industry)
Mmabatho Matiwane opened the workshop by commending Gender Links for
organising the Business Unusual program and mentioned that the media needs to be
more cognizant of how they portray the modern day business woman in regards to
preconceived stereotypes. She feels that the Business Unusual course will help break
the mould on gender stereotypes that has long since existed in the media industry.

The DTI operates towards achieving the following
objectives;

 Increase the contribution of small enterprises to
GDP

 Significantly progress broad-based black economic
empowerment

 Increase the level of direct investment overall and
in priority sectors

 Increase market access opportunities for and
export of South African goods and services

 Contribute towards building skills, technology and
infrastructure platforms from which enterprises can
benefit

 Reposition the economy in higher value-added segments of value matrices in
knowledge-driven manufacturing and services

 Contribute towards providing accessible, transparent and efficient access to
redress for economic citizens

 Uplifting the second economy through employment and broad-based black
economic empowerment to overcome problems associated with poverty and
limited prospects
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In 2001 Matiwane encountered various challenges when entering the DTI. She
mentioned that the then Deputy Trade Minister for Trade Mr. Alec Erwin greatly
influenced her entry into the DTI despite it being a predominantly white male
organization at the time. Issues like getting the department to place women as valid
agenda on the trade scene, began to slowly surface. However equity and affirmative
action were put on top of the agenda at first.  Mmabatho stressed that South Africa
as a whole needs to focus on mainstreaming women around issues of procurement,
serving on boards and women in cooperatives.

Matiwane mentioned that in research done by the DTI:

 83% of women in the economy are in the informal sector, 61% of whom are
black.

 70% of young women remain unemployed and excluded in formal business
activities.

 The service sector, small scale agriculture, retail construction, property
management, creative industries like tourism, arts and crafts related
industries and the textile industry are all dominated by women.

The DTI promotes:
 Women entrepreneurs
 Women in construction
 Women in mining
 Women in oil and energy
  Women in ICT

Businesswomen and the media: friends or foes?
Natalie Africa (IFC), Ferial Haffajee (M&G), Thandeka Gqubule(Financial Mail)

Nathalie Africa head of the IFC gender unit kicked off the first panel of the
workshop by stressing the importance of mainstreaming
women in the private sector and reiterating the significance of
gender sensitivity in the business arena. “It is primal and
inherent that the business game is that of a man’s.” and this
is one of the primary reasons as to why it is very difficult for
women to succeed in business.

She stated that a lot of African economies are run by
women because they dominate the informal sector which is
the most eminent sector in African economies. Although real
private sector development is a man’s game we are slowly
seeing that in par with the influx of empowered women, there
is increased participation of women in a myriad of industries.

Natalie Africa provided a case study article from the Financial Week: Royal Reunert
deal for ANC prices (See Annex E) and pointed out various gender discrepancies
that may have consciously or unconsciously mentioned in this article;

- Obsessing over the equity issue
- Women should be an asset to one of the major companies in the

world.
- BEE should be about transformation
- This article was all negative and what can women bring to

business since we are all transformational minded?
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This question then became Natalie Africa’s challenge to all the participating
journalists in the workshop.

Ferial Haffajee, editor of the Mail and Guardian created points of discussion
through a series of questions she asked the participants;

What did you read over the weekend?
- There is nothing unusual about the business section

in news papers and magazines these days and this is
something that journalist should work towards
changing.

- Women are beginning to alter the face of business
news. They have been bringing a different
understanding concerning business and the
economy, this needs to be rightly depicted by the
media

- It is important to understand the impact of politics
on business. As journalists, we must be aware of the
current happenings in the business world. For
example right now, we should understand the BEE
laws and the charters in various business sectors in

order to provide informed data to the public.

Is the glass ceiling cracking?
- Women’s representation in the board is under 10% so the glass

ceiling is cracking, but very slowly.
- In some cases women encounter marble ceilings where women can

neither see nor break the barriers to a successful future in the
business world.

- The poorest people in society are still women.
We are working on being transformative journalists, now what?

- Write more informative and researched pieces
- As editors, avoid being monotonous and bring new people into your

columns
- Cover the tops and the bottoms of our society, explore all facets of

any story your writing and focus on providing a 360 angled
perspective on current issues.

- Write beyond our prejudice and our fears.
“To be progressive journalists we have to be the friend, but we also have to be the
watch dogs of society and of ourselves.” Says Ferial Haffajee

Thandeka Gqubule of the Financial Mail concluded the panel discussion by saying
that as a journalist who seeks to transform the structure of the economy, you need
to understand the history of two parallel industries very well; the media and the
corporate industry. Touching on the CARE industry (a female-dominated sector that
generates trillions of Rand annually and is excluded in South Africa’s GDP) Thandeka
Gqubule says that women are left to deal with the declining subsistence capacity of
the land and disease and social ills etc. Women must constantly prove themselves
and black women especially are faced with invisibility in the public. However, even in
countries where the gender gaps are smaller and unemployment is extremely low,
we STILL do not get the right levels or representation of women in the economy.
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After Tea Colleen Lowe Morna conducted a short exercise that showed how
characteristics and professions for men and women have been derived from their
socially constructed gender roles;

MEN WOMEN
SEX
Biological makeup
Reproductive system

Give birth Give sperm

GENDER
Socially constructed roles
HOME Nurture Protect

Clean Mechanical
Cook Finances

WORK Domestic work Managers
Arts CEO
Care/ Teaching Engineering
Clerical work

PERSONALITY Demure Strong
Docile Aggressive
Caring Protective
Emotional Promiscuous

Some important facts were noted during this exercise;
 A stereotype was defined as
reducing an individual to a mere
instance of a characteristic.
 From this short study we conclude
that women are more limited. They
earn less because the work that men
do is valued more by society than
women do. Example: A university
professor is valued more than a
kindergarten teacher, while it is a
fact that more responsibility lies with
the kindergarten teacher, who is in

fact more likely to be a woman.
 The ‘care’ economy is the invisible economy that is not taken into account but
the economy would crumble without this economy. This sector is dominated by
women and a study has estimated an $11trillion worth of work that is not
accounted for in the GDP and that women are not paid for.
 Also  61%  of women are in the informal sector, which consists of subsistence

micro-businesses, most women are limited to these small businesses for their
entire lives.

Panel: Gender in current economic planning and thinking.
Mallory Lee Saleson (World Bank)

Mallory Lee Saleson begun with telling us that an estimated
16m people in South Africa have no ready water supply, and it
is women who spend hours doing the mundane task of
fetching water. This is one of the reasons why women in rural
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areas engage in informal or subsistence businesses; in between fetching water,
household chores and raising children there is no room to be thinking about
engaging in big businesses.

The World Bank integrates gender issues into their projects through specific
review panel that supports the gender component. Along with ensuring that they
train and educate the people involved in their projects, because of this the World
Bank is now known as a knowledge diffusion institution.

Mallory Lee Saleson admits that WB needs to do better to mainstream gender
into their own work and promote women’s economic opportunities through projects
that concentrate on sustainability.

Panel: The budget process; where does gender come in?
Lisa Vetten (Tshwaranang Legal Advocacy Centre)

Why focus on budgets?
 Reflect a government’s policy priorities
 are a useful barometer of the extent to which political

commitments are translated into fiscal commitments.
 Not merely neutral technical decisions but political

choices. Budget allocations part of the political
contestations around which gender equality should be
advanced.

 Accountability, transparency, efficiency/ effectiveness,
good governance (participation)

What is gender budgeting?
 Budget analysis vs. formulation
 Analysis- how the budget is being spent and try and follow the trail;

taxation, public transport etc
 Formulation- how analysis is applied to benefit society in an efficient and

effective way
 Gender aware policy appraisal
 Gender-disaggregated beneficiary assessment
 Gender-disaggregated public expenditure incidence analysis
 Gender-disaggregated analysis of the impact of the budget on time use

Costing Research
 No budget specific to the DVA - high number of laws passed post-1994,

amounting to 72 new pieces of legislation between then and 2000. These
were not costed beforehand.

 2001 - national police commissioner Jackie Selebi: the Domestic Violence
Act (hereafter the DVA or Act) was “made for a country like Sweden, not
South Africa” and was not practical or implementable.

 2000 briefing on the budget to the portfolio committee, representatives of
the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development stated that the
implementation of new legislation such as the DVA had placed “severe
pressure” on its offices and that the 2001/02 budget for personnel
“appears to be less than that required for the number of approved posts;
fewer persons can therefore be employed.”
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The State of the women’s budget initiative
 What should the budget be for laws like the DVA? Need for

performance (quality and quantity indicators)
 The breakdown of links between parliament and civil society, the

weakening of parliamentary capacity/loss of key figures
 Limited capacity to engage with the Budget
 By 2002 gender budget work within government disappeared. Now

confined to some provincial and local government departments, as
well as a handful of NGOs.

 Limited scope for public participation (People’s Budget Campaign)

Lisa Vetten believes that part of the problem in the media concerning budget
allocation is lack of knowledge and is limited capacity to engage in discussions like
those in the Business Unusual course; where people can engage in talks about the
budget and become more knowledgeable. “Reporting when ignorant is not reporting
at all.” Says Lisa Vetten.
She urged journalists to report in a way that makes sense to the readers, meaning
you have a firm grasp and sufficient knowledge on the budget or any other subject
for that matter and relay it in comprehensive form to the public.

Panel: Access to finance (for women)
Natalie Africa (IFC), Anne Hilton(Independent consultant), Herman Sambo (ABSA),
Katja Naumann ( Business Partners)

Anne Hilton
Independent Consultant

Introduction;
 Indisputable right for women as well as men
 Still many hurdles to overcome
 The issues  are well documented but there is no one size fits all solution
 Access to finance for women is intrinsically linked with the status of

women in society
 Depends on the legal, cultural and socio-political environment in which

women are living.
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 The size and maturity of the economy can also be a factor

Issues facing women
i) Legal constraints;

 Traditional norms and values in can prevent women from acting as
legal persons and from accumulating assets such as property.

 Such constraints impact on women's ability to offer assets as
collateral - either because they don’t have or because the value of
the assets are insufficient

ii) Employment and income limitations faced by women; this also
impacts on women’s ability to accumulate assets

iii) Exclusion from policy making, decisions and influence in financial
institutions:

 Women have largely been excluded from decision-making both as
the receivers and investors of capital;

 Financial markets are still very much commanded by men.
 Since women are largely not in positions of power and decision-

making in financial institutions such as banks, this will have the
effect of not fostering a culture which respects the needs of
women clients

 Men control the flow of capital globally
iv) Education:

 Women are often less educated than men especially In cultures where the
education of women is not a priority

 This limits women in terms of understanding the financial resources and
how they work.

v)   Implications:
 Women assume  failure and so do not apply for funds
 Women lack the confidence to engage with financial services
 Women have a limited understanding of products and services and the

implications of same for their business

Attitudes towards women;
 Negative attitudes to women based on their conflicting role demands and

perceived time constraints real or imagined are interrogated and held against
women when they apply for funding;

 Financial institutions are mostly not aware that women may face gender
specific constraints when seeking finance;

 Financial institutions often adopt a gender neutral position, assuming that this
puts women on an equal footing with male applicants.  While this may be
true under certain circumstances it is certainly not the norm.

 Some research does show that when women are running established
businesses, or that the size and sector of their business, reduces the barriers
between men and women.

 Women often want to borrow smaller amounts and this may outside of the
minimum loan policies of a bank;

 Women are often not aware of and lack information about financial services
and access to credit and capital.
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Marital Arrangements
 Women are often in marital arrangements which put them in a position of

legal minors and which largely prevent women from making independent
decisions about their own finances or credit decisions.

 This leaves women without the relevant experience or credit histories from
which to draw when applying for funds either whilst married or when
divorced.

 Even in cases where reforms have recently been achieved, translating these
into practice is problematic.

 Many women are still excluded from the application of statutory law, or
customary law is applied and contradicts new legislation.

Micro-finance
 Micro finance is very small loans
 Usually administered in groups with group members standing surety for each

other
 Developed out of the collateral deprived status of poor people
 Limited to small amounts at high interest to cover the costs of lending
 Very limited opportunities to grow beyond this
 Clients are mostly women
 Microfinance is often presented as a panacea for women
 Claims are made of empowering women and alleviating poverty
 It has been suggested however that micro finance, by focusing on women,

runs the risk of feminizing poverty and debt and burdening women with this
responsibility

  “MFI s and the promotion of micro enterprise for women may be increasing
women's workload and responsibilities without enhancing their control over
income and expenditure.” Melissa Thaxton 2004.

 Micro enterprise development has, in some circumstances, contributed
positively to women's empowerment and helped extremely poor women
survive economic crises in the short term. However, donors and advocates
consistently over-exaggerate the power of micro enterprise credit and related
assistance, while ignoring key structural issues that are far more pertinent to
the long-term problem of women and poverty…..since credit itself cannot
overcome patriarchal systems of control at household and community levels,
this potential is not always realized.  Dawkins Scully.

 “it cannot be naively assumed that increases in household income will
necessarily translate into increased control over that income or increased
household well-being, or changes in other aspects of gender
inequality.”(Mayoux, 1995).

 A study of 120 female borrowers of the Grameen Bank showed the
following:

 70% reported an increase in verbal and physical aggression from male
relatives after taking out loans.

 While their loans were intended to help them earn income, most of these
women were reduced to "middle men," borrowing money on behalf of their
spouses or male relatives....

 more than 60% of the loans were used by men.
 The loans created a debt burden for women, forcing them to borrow money

from other lenders, appeal to men to pay off the loan installments, or sell
household produce that their families would otherwise consume.
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 Having said that micro finance is not a panacea - it is important to
acknowledge that many women have indeed benefited from micro finance
projects

 It is true that women are often the recipients of micro enterprise initiatives
which promote activity at the lower ends of the enterprise scale

 It is important to view this as only one possibility for women and to
acknowledge that there are many other levels of need

 It is also important to be aware that women should not be “trapped” into
group based, high interest bearing debt as their only option without options
to graduate to other sources of funding.

Women in SMEs
 Women’s business activities receive the most attention at the micro level
 Women are also successful business owners in small and medium businesses

and are proving themselves more than capable of challenging stereotypes of
women

 Women in small and medium business primarily face the challenges of
borrowing money from banks.

 It is essential that more attention is given to women at different levels of
business development

Whilst many of the constraints experienced by small business and especially
emerging business are common to both man and women, women face constraints
which are not experienced by men and which are gender based.

Barriers faced by SME women
 Women are often unable to invest or accumulate assets, which affects their

ability to meet the collateral requirements of financial institutions (such as
banks).

 Women may also present with a smaller asset base as collateral because they
have had less options to accumulate or have accumulated less valuable
assets than a man may have.

 Banks still largely practice traditional risk management strategies which
largely exclude emerging business, especially start-ups. As women are most
likely to be staring a business, this affects them negatively.

 Where women are confined by community of property or customary - women
need to be able to manage their own credit performance, finances and to
raise capital in their own right.

 Women are not taken seriously enough as a market segment

Recent study undertaken with IFC showed that, in South Africa:
 Women had limited knowledge of financial services available to them
 Women assume barriers are too high due to their own experiences
 Women have to work much harder than men to be recognized as

business people
 BEE not benefiting women and banks are assuming that BEE is

sufficient to entrench women as clients
 Women are experiencing BEE as a another form of discrimination
 Banks were unable to articulate an understanding of the needs of

women as clients or the barriers faced by women
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 Women generally lacked sufficient information about financial services
and products and were largely unaware of how to access such
information.

 Banks charge high fees, relative to a service culture that is still not
sufficiently client or gender focused. This included the turnover of
staff that they needed to deal with.

 Financial Sector Charter silent on women in business
 Women were identified as a better credit risk but are not benefiting in

any way.  (One of the largest credit bureaus had recorded a 24%
drop in adverse histories on women in 2005.)

 Women raised the issue of client loyalty and track records not being
recognized when applying for SME finance, despite the number of
years that had banked with a particular institution.

 Banking practices and services are not time efficient
 Women who were well established and had successful business

indicated good relationships with banks


What needs to be done?
 Greater emphasis on gender in the design of micro and SME lending

initiatives
 There is a need to reintroduce men as income earners in poor families.
 The accumulation of gender sensitive data is an essentially element in the

planning of financial services
 Whilst micro finance is a good start for many women, we need to close

the gap between micro finance and other sources of finance for women.
 The integration of financial and non-financial needs to be more widely

utilized
 There needs to be vigilance about new strategies, policies and legislation

which impact on financial services in terms of gender – FSC/NCA/FICA
etc.

 Don’t just be silent observers
 Analyze and interrogate the impact of government and private sector in

terms of both SME development and gender
 Often read good press about what is happening without any attempt to

verify or analyze!

Natalie Africa
IFC gender unit

“Arguably women are now the most powerful engine of global growth.. Forget China,
India and the Internet, economic growth is driven by women”
The Economist, April 2006

Yet access to finance remains a problem- WHY?
 Lower levels of education and business exposure
 Less access to collateral
 Less access to business networks
 Poor financial literacy and confidence
 Awareness and attitudes of financial institutions
 Lack of appropriate products

Women need money….
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 In South Africa:  28% of black women are self-employed versus 16% of black
men; 13% of white women and 24% of white men (LFS)

 Global increase in female headed households
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 In SA 42%  black females and males vs 5% and 4% white females and
males have no financial products

 Home loans: 2% of black men and women but 32% of white men and
26% of white women

 Of Business Development Institutions surveyed in SA, only 30% of
services went to women.

 Less than 10% of procurement opportunities go to women
 Yet women are often better credit risks

In Kenya

What do the mainstream banks do?
 Sixteen interviews - mainstream banks, DFIs and MFIs: only two commercial

banks are making an effort to have a strategy for the women’s market – now
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also Business Partners (Katja Naumaan) , DTI (Mmabatho
Matiwane)  fund

 Not enough market segmentation and MIS adaptation - ie know and serve
your market.

 Business development support and financing requirements – not coordinated
 Women in business - reported little premium for loyalty and track records

Micro Finance in South Africa;
 Micro finance sector - generally weak, services poorly and unevenly

distributed
 The sector shrunk in South Africa over last 10 years - 32 lenders in 1996 to

11 in 2004.
 The products range - limited and dominated by group lending – to detriment

of growth oriented women enterprises
 Insufficient investment in building capacity in the sector
 Yet significant and international technical resources for MF – should be

reviewed and utilised in the local context.

BEE financing- Scraping the bottom of the barrel
 BEE Codes not sufficiently gender-specific for financing, enterprise

development or procurement
 Women-led BEE investment companies - initial perception of women as a

necessary “add on” , not as business players in their own right
 Survey of 10 institutions - majority not able to report on the gender

disaggregation of their procurement spend. Where reported, 2-5% only.
 Banks interviewed indicated need to adjust their MIS systems to report on

gender in procurement – this is a long way off

Katja Naumann of Business Partners Fund reiterated Anne Hilton and Natalie
Africa’s points on financing. She stressed the fact that the biggest barrier to access
to finance for women is that they are not business literate.

Business partners’ women’s provide financing to women without a security
and/or collateral because they are aware of the historical impact on women and
regarding ownership of property.

Katja Naumann mentions that in the media, only tragic and mostly bad
stories get the most exposure, this includes issues surrounding women and the
economy. She therefore challenged the journalists to “seek out positive results” and
reports on the good things that are happening in and around our economy to give
society hope.
Herman Sambo of ABSA said that that good journalism is about journalists taking
the initiative and find information and opportunities to provide the public with true
and accurate information.

“Finance is the lifeblood of an economy” Natalie Africa

Panel: Gender and BEE
Andy Kawa (Aquarius) and Colin Reddy (Business MAP)

Andy Kawa from Aquarius, a mining company made the following points;
 The mining charter differentiated between women in the mines and women

working for the mining company. The challenge is that by 2009, is that
companies must attain 10% of women in the mine.
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 Some challenges are:
I) Heat resistance- can they work under

the heat conditions? Men and women
have different heat capacity. In the
last three years there has been
significant participation of women in
mining.

II) The language and culture is very
rough and different in the mines
which is a foreign environment for the
women.

III)Because women bear children and
raise them as well it is strenuous to
carry out all these mining activities.

 There is a benefit to mining legislation,
because localities benefit THEMSELVES from
these mining opportunities which carry on into benefits for the society and
the country.

Colin Reddy from Business MAP provided the following statistics from previous
detailed research he carried out on gender and BEE;

Indicates a level of operational experience of women entrepreneurs as well as
confidence building in a former career
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Over 60% of women entrepreneurs own their houses individually or with a partner.

Correlates to large % of formal businesses within sample

Ownership of living abode
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Finance – mainly formal
ICT – mainly formal
Services – mainly formal
Construction – mainly formal

Over 80% of women have a business bank account. These women have registered
their businesses (formal businesses). FNB, Absa and Standard bank are the popular
banks being utilised. Absa and Standard have more formal businesses as
accountholders with FNB having a relatively higher proportion of informal business
account holders. These banks could be targeted to operate a programme of
encouraging their accountholders to register their businesses possibly giving some
kind of motivation for this.

Organisational bank account?
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 65.5% of the women entrepreneurs that disclosed their turnovers generated
revenues of over R100 000. A significant portion of these had turnovers of
between R1 million and R5 million. The youth tend to run businesses with
turnover more than R100 000.

 If one looks at the turnovers from a sector
perspective one finds that:

 A large no of agriculture and construction
businesses generate between R100 000 and
R600 000.

 Minerals, energy and transport companies
tend to generate over R1m.

 ICT and service companies generate more
than R100 000 with a large proportion
generating more than R1m. Similarly with
retail companies as well as manufacturing
businesses..

 A high proportion of finance and investment
companies generate between R400 000 and
R600 000 and over R1m.

 Tourism and hospitality companies are widely spread with respect to turnover
from low turnover companies generating below R100 000 to high turnover
companies. Similarly with arts and crafts type businesses. Very of these
companies generate turnovers beyond R1m.

 Textile and clothing businesses generally generate less than R100 000.
 Support is possibly required for those that generate turnovers of less than

R100 000. Businesses with turnovers less than R100 000 generally originate
from the Eastern Cape, Free State, Mpumalanga, North West and Northern
Cape. Such businesses tended to be businesses that were:

1. run by African women
2. run by women of age between 50 and 64 years
3. not registered thus creating a problem in identifying them for support

purposes

Annual turnover
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4. located in the rural areas and townships
5. in the textile and clothing sector

A lot of organisations do not specify that they support women and with this comes a
possible measure of risk because women are unaware of the resources available to
them.

In relation to the informal sector and SMEs…

Most women indicated that they are only just maintaining their businesses. Thus
women also need training around growth strategies and how to translate a growth

Business prosperity
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strategy to operational tactics to grow ones business. Related to growth was the
issue of needing financial support and marketing support.

This seems to be as a result of race of sample. Mainly black women .

An institution that could be of help to you in meeting your
expectations?
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Field Work
From the panels and discussions over the first two days,
participants each chose an area of focus to pursue in field
exercises that resulted in the production of a supplement. These
included several stories on women in mining, current issues and
gender benders. The workshop also featured the launch of GL’s
advertising research.

Outcomes versus expectations

i) 15 participants completed this course, against the expected 18. However, those
who remained participated with great enthusiasm and those who intended to stay
for only the first two days ended up returning for the complete session.

ii) We had a very diverse group, not only in terms of different types of media e.g.
print, radio and television, but some participants came from as far as Lesotho and
Boswana just to attend the workshop.

iii) The supplement produced by the team yielded excellent results with rich
content and became a learning experience for all involved in its production.

Next Steps
 Participants are expected to produce two more stories within the next week

incorporating all which they have learnt during the course.
 The stories will be eligible for consideration for the Gender Links opinion  and

commentary service.
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ANNEX A
GL/IAJ
BUSINESS UNUSUAL PROGRAMME
16-20 JULY 2007

TIME TOPIC FACILITATOR/
PANELIST

MONDAY 16 JULY
8.30-9.00 Welcome, introductions Colleen Lowe Morna

Shehnaaz Bulbulia
9.00-9.30 Official opening Mmabatho Matiwane (The DTI)

Thandeka Gqubule; Financial Mail
F. Haffajee; Editor M and G; GL Board
Gerri Engelman (G&E Associates)

9.30-10.30 Business women and
the media: friends or
foes?

Nathalie Africa (IFC).
Mallory Lee Saleson - World Bank Gender Unit
Mohau Pheko (Gender and trade specialist)

14.00-15.00 Panel: Gender in
current economic
planning and thinking Litha Musyimi-Ogana, NEPAD Gender Coordinator

16.00-17.00 Debate: Soccer 2010-
How can women cash
in?

Team

TUESDAY 17 JULY
8.30-9.30 The budget process;

where does gender
come in

Lisa Vetten (Tshwarang Legal Advocates)

9.30-10.30 Case studies and
exercise

Trevor Davies (GL)

Nathalie Africa (IFC)

Katja Naumann, (Business Partners Women’s Fund)
Herman Sambo (ABSA)

11.00-13.00 Access to finance

Anne Hilton (Independent Consultant)
Colin Reddy (Business Map Foundation)14.00-15.00 Gender and black

economic
empowerment

Andy Kawa (Aquarius)
15.00-16.30 Briefing on field work
WEDNESDAY 18 JULY

Barnard Mokwena; Lonmin PLC (Group Manager (Women
contractors (BEE))
Mirriam Zwane; Praxis Computing (Women in IT)

8.30-15.00 Field work

Natalie Kilassy; Stitch Wise (Mining supplies manufactured
by paraplegics)

15.00 Report back and shaping stories

THURSDAY 19 JULY
8.30-13.00 Writing stories

FRIDAY 20 JULY
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TIME TOPIC FACILITATOR/
PANELIST

8.30-10.30 Review of stories and
supplement

Facilitators

11.00-13.00 Wrap up and closure IAJ/GL

*Teas and Lunches were included
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ANNEX B.
BUSINESS UNUSUAL IAJ
16- 20th  JULY 2007
PANELISTS

NAME EMAIL PHONE
Shehnaaz Bulbulia; IAJ Head of Print sbulbuliaprint@iaj.org.za 082 853 9292

Mmabatho Matiwane, Head of Gender
Unit, Department of Trade and
Industry

mmabatho@thedti.gov.za 083 259 8968

Thandeka Gqubule; Financial Mail gqubulet@fm.co.za 011 280 5820
Ferial Haffajee; Editor M and G; GL
Board

ferialh@mg.co.za 011 250 7300

Gerri Engelman (G&E Associates) geassoc@mail.ngo.za 0113419900
Nathalie Africa (IFC). NAfrica@ifc.org 0117313154
Mallory Lee Saleson - World Bank
Gender Unit

msaleson@worldbank.org 011 731 3087

Lisa Vetten lisa@tlac.org.za 011 403 8230/ 4267
 Katja Naumann, Business Partners
Women’s Fund;

knaumann@businesspartners.co.z
a

0114703000

ABSA Small Business Risk Fund-
Herman Sambo

Herman.sambo@absa.co.za 011 989 9640
082 786 3549

Anne Hilton, Independent Consultant busstrat@mweb.co.za 083 325 7143 (mo.)
0116785958 (off)

Colin Reddy, Business Map
Foundation

colin@businessmap.org.za 011 276 8460

Sonja Sebotsa (Women’s
Development Bank)

sonja@wdbih.co.za 082 372 1704 (m)
011 341 9905 (Lauren
Flack)

Andy Kawa, Aquarius andy@aquariussa.co.za
Lomin PLC: Rustenburg; Barnard
Mokwena; Group Manager (Women
contractors (BEE)-

Barnard.mokwena@lonplats.com 084 676 8719

Women in IT (Miriam Zwane) Mirriam@praxis.co.za 011 484 0900

Stitch wise; Natalie Kilassy (supplies
to mining; disabled workers;
Carltonville)

Natalie@stitchwise.co.za 082 320 9188
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ANNEX C:
BUSINESS UNUSUAL IAJ
16- 20 JULY 2007
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Name     Base
(Country)

Organisation Email Telephone

1. Abdool,
Zeenat RSA Radio Islam zabdool@radioislam.co.za 082 7788 080

2. Chedza,
Simon

Botswana The Voice chedzas@thevoice.com 083 525 6893

3. Dika,
Natacha

RSA Emitech naldik2004@yahoo.fr 072 910 7301

4. Hlabathi,
Hlengiwe

RSA Red Pepper
Pictures

nomsa.nhlabathi@eskom.co.za 084 708 4214

5. Kapungu,
Roselyn

Zimbabwe Zimbabwean
Womens’ Resource
Centre and
network

roselyn@zwrcn.org.zw 263 9124
63603

6. Koma,
Benjamin

RSA German Technical
Cooperation

ben@gtz.mrdp.co.za  076 868 2073

7. Ledwaba,
Malose RSA

Greater
Lebowakgomo
Community Radio

glcr@telkomsa.net 076 295 3361

8. Manyaka,
Ethel

RSA Freelance writer ethel@executivemail.co.za 073 676 4633

9. Maphumulo
Mavissolly

RSA The Star solly.maphumulo@inl.co.za 082 562 0249

10. Mlangeni,
Moses

RSA SABC; Radio
journalist

mlangenimm@sabc.co.za 076 111 7577

11. Moloantoa,
Daluxolo

RSA Free lance
journalist

dmoloantoa@yahoo.com 076 994 8898

12. Motema,Mil
licent

RSA SABC Africa minimilli@webmail.co.za 082 059 1258

13. Siziba,
Nompu

RSA SABC nompu@aol.com 082 740 2684

14. Thanasi
Thabelang

Lesotho Freelance Thabelang@hotmail.com

15. Zwane,
Purity

RSA NW University,
Communication
Lecturer

Purity.zwane@nwu.ac.za 083-478-4655
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ANNEX D
BUSINESS UNUSUAL IAJ
16th -20th JULY 2007
EVALUATION

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

Programme
Design

7 3 1

Programme
Content

8 3 1

Facilitation 6 6
Group Work 4 7
Output VS
Expectations

5 5

Learning
Opportunity

7 4

Networking
Opportunity

9 2

Administrative
Arrangements

5 6

Which session did you find most useful? Why?
 Gender benders- its is always encouraging to see women breaking barriers

and making some mark in the economy
 Field work- that is where you see real things unfolding
 Story writing- the last time I did this was in 2005 and I nearly forgot how

good it is. It was also a good opportunity for self assessment. X3
 All the sessions were important because we often take gender related

matters for granted and ignore its importance to society, especially females.
 Access to finance- raised important issues like why women encounter barriers

to accessing finance and it was good to see companies like Business Partners
help underprivileged women start up businesses. X2

 The first two days of the workshop were the most informative.X2
 Debate: Soccer 2010- Pertinent to what will be happening in SA soon.
 Gender and BEE

Which session did you find least useful? Why?
 NoneX10
 Some economic content in the panels was too heavy to absorb.

Other comments.
 The team should meet quarterly in order to popularize the movement!
 This is a good initiative by GL, we need more awareness on gender issues. I

think a course should also be designed for colleges and universities to include
gender training for journalists

 Fantastic course! I hope it rolls out to other countries for other journalists to
benefit.

 Great learning experience. Broadened my views on gender, economics and
even advertising X2

 The facilitators were great!
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 The course tilted towards an emphasis on women and not gender itself, and
punctuality was not monitored.

 More time is needed for the programme
 Facilitators and panellists should be from other countries to provide different

perspectives on issues.
 Other non-business issues that have a large impact on gender should be

covered in this course e.g. music, television and advertising.
 Some of the panellist were unprepared and were speaking without any

presentations. Better preparation on their parts would be more helpful next
time.
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REPORT ON THE STELLENBOSCH BUSINESS UNUSUAL COURSE
5th October 2007

Synopsis
This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Stellenbosch University
Business Unusual training undertaken by Gender Links in collaboration with the
Stellenbosch University School of Journalism and Media Studies. This workshop was
conducted on the 5th of October 2007 with support from NIZA.

The workshop was officially opened by the Head of the Rhodes University Media
Studies Department, Jeanne Prinsloo who gave a brief speech on what she termed,
‘the gender order.’

The full programme of the workshop is attached at Annex A. Evaluations of the
workshop are attached at Annex B.

Instead of the normal five days of the course, a shortened one day version was
conducted in Stellenbosch.

The Stellenbosch workshop was facilitated by Colleen Lowe Morna, Executive
Director of Gender Links. The course was open to final year university students.

Background
Since its inception, GL has conducted workshops on the following themes: covering
gender violence; gender, HIV and AIDS and the media, as well as gender elections
and the media. These workshops have involved building links with media training
institutions; developing training material; producing a supplement as part of the
training as well as training of trainer courses. The economy is a natural next
thematic area of work. It has a close fit to the governance programme. It is an area
in which gender consciousness is especially weak. Despite the enormous role that
women play in the economies of all Southern African countries, this contribution
remains undervalued and invisible. This course, based on training material developed
by Gender Links in collaboration with the Konrad Adenauer Foundation and the
Netherlands Institute of Southern Africa (NIZA) covers the whole spectrum of gender
and economic concerns, including gender and the macroeconomic environment,
development; planning budgets; work; trade; enterprise and globalization. Exposing
business and economic reporters to key decision makers and entrepreneurs, the
course included the production of a supplement.

In South Africa, the course is being offered in partnership with the Institute for the
Advancement of Journalism, as well as the media studies departments of Rhodes and
Stellenbosch universities.

INTRODUCTION

Objectives
 To conduct training workshops on gender and economic reporting in

partnership with media training institutions.
 To improve gender balance and sensitivity in economic and financial

reporting.
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 To build an ongoing relationship with the media practitioners trained through
encouraging them to become members of local and regional gender and
media networks.

Key issues
The first half of the day consisted of information inputs that helped to draw out the
key issues. Here key concepts like how stereotypes are reinforced were introduced
drawing from GL’s recent research on Gender and Advertising. Various materials like
newspaper clippings were used as examples to support the theory.
In the afternoon there were debates around various gender topics such as how
globalisation has had a negative effect on women and whether sex work should be
legalised ahead of Soccer 2010.

Why
Although women are the backbone of the economy in many countries, their
contribution is often hidden and potential limited to informal and small scale
“survivalist” activities. While tremendous strides have been made in increasing
women’s representation and participation in politics and public life, the business
sector has lagged behind. Black economic empowerment has primarily benefited
black men. No country can achieve its full potential if it does not tap the economic
potential of 52% of the population.
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ANNEX A
BUSINESS UNUSUAL STELLENBOSCH
5th OCTOBER 2007
PROGRAMME

TIME TOPIC WHO
8.30-9.00 Welcome, introductions Facilitators, Head of

Department
9.00-10.00 Media monitoring and analysis of findings All
10.00-10.30 Excerpts from video: Making every voice count All
10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-12.00 Key concepts; how stereotypes are reinforced

drawing from GL’s recent research on Gender and
Advertising

Facilitator

12.00-12.30 Exercise: Job description- housewife Facilitator
12.30-
14.00

Lunch and Glass Ceiling presentation to Women’s
Forum

14.00-15.00 Debates
Globalisation has had a negative effect on women.
Sex work should be legalised ahead of Soccer
2010.
White women should be excluded from equity
considerations

All

15.00-15.15 TEA
15.00-16.00 Case studies- what is gender aware reporting? Team
16.00-16.45 Story ideas All
16.45-17.00 Closure and way forward Facilitator, Head of

Department
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ANNEX C
BUSINESS UNUSUAL STELLENBOSCH
5th October 2007
EVALUATION

EXCELLEN
T

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 5 11 3
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 6 12 1
3. FACILITATION 9 6 4
4. GROUP WORK 5 11 3
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 5 9 5
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 3 10 6
7.NETWORKING OPPORTUNITY 2 9 7 1

8.ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

9 8 2

COMMENTS

7. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
- Debate throughout the day and the interesting articles on course material.

Food for thought X 6
- Stereotypes X 4
- Group work was very interesting in that you hear what everyone has to say

and feels about the situation X2
- Sex work and legislation
- The results of the surveys
- Media monitoring as I have learnt how to pay attention on how women are

portrayed.
- Job descriptions e.g. how men see women only as house wives and

caretakers
- All the sessions were very informative for me as I am very interested in

gender studies X2.
- Looking at photos portraying stereotypes and discussing them.
-

8. Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
- None
- Debates: we know each other very well by now that we already know what

everyone else is going to say.
- Media monitoring
- Sometimes it seems we tend to ever analyze and spend too much time

nitpicking
- Some of the debates: we have already touched on most of the topics that

was discussed today so it felt like repetition.
- Statistics
- Graphics and percentages
-

9. Any other comments
- The course is interesting, but it is presented in the department again. I might

be more valuable earlier in the year as part of the Media ethics course. We
have discussed similar issues throughout the year and the workload is rough
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at this stage of the year. We might have put it in the e.g. the assignments
had it been earlier in the year.

- Very interesting and informative workshop. Perhaps this session could be
earlier in the year when there is time to write features that don’t count for
marks. At the moment as we prioritize with our other work, it probably will
not be our best work since we don’t have a lot of time now X2

- Was interesting but really a long day especially that it’s a Friday
- Perhaps if the training should be made an earlier day during the week when

students are more productive other than Friday. It would also be good if the
assignment was compulsory and more time allocated into this.

- Thank you
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REPORT ON THE RHODES UNIVERSITY BUSINESS UNUSUAL WORKSHOP
22-26th  October 2007
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Synopsis
This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Rhodes University Business
Unusual training undertaken by Gender Links in collaboration with the Rhodes
University School of Journalism and Media Studies. This workshop was conducted
from 22-29 October 2007 with support from NIZA.

The workshop was officially opened by the Head of the Rhodes University Media
Studies Department, Jeanne Prinsloo who gave a brief speech on what she termed,
‘the gender order.’

The full programme of the workshop is attached at Annex A. A list of participants
is attached at Annex B. Evaluations of the workshop are attached at Annex C.

Independent photo journalist Trevor Davies facilitated the course and Gender Links
Researcher Sikhonzile Ndlovu coordinated the workshop.

Background
Since its inception, GL has conducted workshops on the following themes: covering
gender violence; gender, HIV and AIDS and the media, as well as gender elections
and the media. These workshops have involved building links with media training
institutions; developing training material; producing a supplement as part of the
training as well as training of trainer courses. The economy is a natural next
thematic area of work. It has a close fit to the governance programme. It is an area
in which gender consciousness is especially weak. Despite the enormous role that
women play in the economies of all Southern African countries, this contribution
remains undervalued and invisible. This course, based on training material developed
by Gender Links in collaboration with the Konrad Adenauer Foundation and the
Netherlands Institute of Southern Africa (NIZA) covers the whole spectrum of gender
and economic concerns, including gender and the macroeconomic environment,
development; planning budgets; work; trade; enterprise and globalization. Exposing
business and economic reporters to key decision makers and entrepreneurs, the
course included the production of a supplement.

In South Africa, the course is being offered in partnership with the Institute for the
Advancement of Journalism, as well as the media studies departments of Rhodes and
Stellenbosch universities.

INTRODUCTION

Objectives
 To conduct training workshops on gender and economic reporting in

partnership with media training institutions.
 To improve gender balance and sensitivity in economic and financial

reporting.
 To build an ongoing relationship with the media practitioners trained through

encouraging them to become members of local and regional gender and
media networks.

Key issues
This first two days of the workshop consisted of information inputs that helped to
draw out the key issues. The last three days of the workshop ensured that
participants put theory gained in the first two days into practice. Field trips were
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conducted and stories written up. A supplement was produced at the end of the
week and was carried by Grocotts Mail, a Grahamstown publication.

OPENING by Professor Jeanne Prinsloo, Head of Media and Journalism
Department,  Rhodes University.

THE GENDER ORDER.

The gender order refers to the pattern of
power relations between men and women
and definitions of masculinity and femininity

There are 3 major structures of the field of
gender relations that are useful to
understand in the current dynamics and
these are labour, power and sexuality.

Gender structuring of labour:
Sexual division of labour – allocating particular types of work to particular categories.
Technology / science / physicality are seen as masculine while housework and caring
(serving) as feminine. The only time that women are portrayed as using technology
is when they use the Hoover, washing machine and other such household gadgets.
This is closely related to the clear distinction between the private and the public
domain.

Differentiations have to do with sexual politics. Demarcations between masculine and
feminine work link to profitability. This thrives by excluding women from
accumulating wealth on scale usable as capital. This demarcation also promotes
practices of solidarity between men.

Power
Individual acts of power easy to spot in the examples below:

 friends gang-rape an acquaintance;
 chemist asks for husband’s permission when opening an account.
 violence (including war crimes) against women are not a deviation of

the social order but an enforcement of it

Where is authority of men evident?
1. Institutionalised violence (military, etc.)
2. Hierarchy and labour force of heavy industry
3. Planning and control mechanisms of central state
4. Working class: physical toughness and men’s association with machinery

Where is authority of women evident?
1. Girl’s education
2. Friendship networks (sociability)
3. Non-market production
4. Family management
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Sexuality (cathexis)
Sexuality is socially constructed while appearing biological
Acquired and normalised by immersion in society
Emotional dimension to all social relationships
Social patterning of desire

PANEL: WOMEN AND THE MEDIA FRIENDS OR FOES?

Cheryl Reynolds: Business woman and Media Liaison, Business Women’s
Association of South Africa, (BWASA) Port Elizabeth.

Issues
1. How, in your assessment, do women feature

in economic coverage?
2. Do you think that women and men are

treated differently?
3. Are there stories that are being missed? What

are they?
4. To the extent that there are gender gaps in

media coverage of women in the economy
what are the reasons for this? How can these

be addressed?

The primary role of BWASA is to support business women in South Africa. BWASA
does this by making available a support structure that enables women to network
and realize their full business potential. This came after a realization that women
network in different environments compared to men. BWASA has not encountered
many problems in terms of media coverage. As long as women succeed in business
media will cover their stories. A case in point is Basetsana Khumalo, National Chair of
BWASA who is a high profile business woman and gets extensive media coverage.
It has to be noted though that many people tend to think Basetsana gets coverage
because of her beauty queen status.

BWASA is often careful not to have Basetsana misused because of her status
misused. There may be a danger in that she gets coverage because media have still
not come to terms with the fact that her beauty queen days are over and that she is
a fully fledged business woman.

A key starting point in the analysis of whether women feature in economic coverage
is the fact that there are not enough women in high corporate positions. While
women have made inroads into the business sector, they are still few compared to
men. The few women who are successful are reluctant to brag about their successes
in the media. Business papers are begging for success stories and these are not
forthcoming.

Way forward.
 South Africa is in a transformation phase whereby there is need to make

corporates accountable for the numbers. This is likely to a long battle where
women need to stand their ground and be pushier.

 There is need to understand what it takes to be recognized. It is even harder
for BWASA chair who is often seen as a beauty queen and not a business
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woman. Men do not have to prove themselves unlike women who always
have to find a way of working around the system.

 Women need to go out and brag about their successes. They should use the
media to tell their stories and not wait for the media to come to them.

Anthea Garman, Lecturer, Rhodes University school of journalism and
Media Studies.

From Media Tenor research “Newsmakers of 2006”
(released February 2007 surveying 24 newspapers, etv
news plus 7 SABC news programmes)
Govt’s drive to include more women in cabinet leadership
has led to a large number of women politicians appearing in
the media. With the exception of Condoleeza Rice all the
women most reported on in the SA media of 2006 were
members of government or politicians. This is a “positive
development” but “also highlights the paucity of women’s

involvement in leadership roles in other sphere of SA society, notably business”.

2006 rankings
1. Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka
2. Manto Tshabalala-Msimang
3. Naledi Pandor
4. Helen Zille
5. Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma
6. Condoleeza Rice
7. Patricia de Lille
8. Brigitte Mabandla
9. Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula
10. Gwen Ramokgopa

1. In 2005 15% of all news reports focused on women, in 2006 it was 20%.
2. The days around 9 August are “basically the only time during the entire

calendar year when media devote noticeable attention to the female part of
SA society and also allocate more media space to individual female persons”.

3. “Business remains the domain of men: of all the coverage on female
individuals during 2006 only 6% was related to business issues.”

http://www.mediatenor.co.za/newsletters.php?id_news=79

Are there stories that are being missed, what are they?

I think instead of just searching for individual stories of success or role models, or
rebalancing the unbalanced coverage, much deeper interrogation of the business
environment, the way it treats women, and its assumptions about “business as
usual” should inform the journalism.

Media does not talk about the unequal power relations that affect business practice.
Big papers buy into the gender order-unquestioned assumptions of gender
definitions of power relations.
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What are the reasons for the gender gaps in coverage?

The reasons are that are world (business and also media) is permeated by patriarchy
and particular kinds of power dynamics and cultures of entitlement that are very
difficult to change. In addition, the major mainstream business publications buy
firmly into the assumptions of capitalism, the Washington Consensus and the trickle-
down effects of wealth. These are powerful ideologies to battle against!

How can these gaps be addressed?
1. Redress in coverage:

 focus on women, use women as experts, use women as sources on
business and economic issues.

 Remember women come in all shades and types – they are poor and rich,
empowered and disempowered, they are of different social classes – how
do we reflect the wide variety of types of women in our society?

 Women in business are located all over the economic terrain doing all
sorts of things.

 Look for those at the top, write about them, treat them with respect and
dignity for their expertise and capacities. Do not treat them as mothers
and wives who’ve unusually stepped out of the private realm into the
world of work.

2. Go beyond “role models”, “Cinderella stories” and the “one woman who’s
made it in the man’s world” stories. These are important, but should not be
the only stories we try to tell.

3. Make visible the power dynamics of the business and economic worlds. Talk
about culture, constraints, battles and struggles overtly in the journalistic
coverage. Make visible how all working people juggle lives, childcare and
parenting. Ask a male CEO how he fathers and takes care of his family!

4. In images (photos to accompany stories, footage) be aware how much
coverage veers towards the sexy, pleasing-on-the-eye woman as the useful
picture. Let’s show women in all their types in images as well.

5. Be aware that we are living in a time of major tectonic shifts in social life
which is affecting business and the economy too. Each story is a record of big
major social changes happening around us. If you focus on the larger picture
you can see that journalists who are aware and awake are documenting
fundamental change in human life and arrangements. So a story is not just a
story, it’s a part of a much larger unfolding picture. Try to hit two targets with
each story: the news story itself and the bigger social event.

PANEL: GENDER, POVERTY AND PLANNING IN A LOCAL ECONOMY

Michelle Cocks, Institute for Social and Economic Research (ISER)

The Institute for Social and Economic Research has
conducted numerous researches on livelihoods among
poor communities in the Eastern Cape under which
Grahamstown falls.

One major source of livelihood among poor communities
is the use of natural resources to generate income. This
is mostly done by women who are the most vulnerable in
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most communities. While the word economy/business conjures images of large
corporations and enterprises, there are people who have used resources around
them to generate income.

1. Trade in medicinal plants.
This insignificant looking kind of business has changed lives for many people in
poor communities. The advantage with natural resources is that there is no
capital needed for one to start up their business. Most of these people are not
traditional healers but they just possess knowledge of medicinal plants. Most of
these are women and they can be found even at market places across the
Eastern Cape selling their wares.

2. Trade in grass brooms.
Most of the people involved in this line of business are women making up 77% of
traders in grass brooms. Women do not only make the brooms but are involved
in the production process as well, starting from fetching the raw materials to
making the brooms. Most of them have primary level education and they do not
have many options in terms of career options.

3. Fuel wood trade.
Both men and women are involved in the trade in fuel wood.

The use of natural resources as a source of livelihood is very much in touch with
reality among poor communities. Most projects that offer assistance try to make
people fit into something not operating on the ground. Unlike other businesses
that require external links and markets, use of natural resources is an internally
driven kind of business. For example people who brew beer for sale have a ready
local market.

Councillor Nosipho Faltein, Makana Municipality Mayor’s Office.

Makana, as Grahamstown is known, does
not have many industries within its
locality. Rhodes University is the main
employer. This means that the
municipality faces high levels of formal
employment among its people.

Women however face the brunt of the
harsh economic realities in Grahamstown
because of gender inequalities. Most
women are illiterate compared to men. This dates back to the apartheid era.  The
other contributory factor to women’s low levels of literacy is cultural beliefs and
the patriarchal nature of the community, which denied girls educational
opportunities.

Some of the challenges facing women within the Grahamstown context are
confidence related due to socialisation which made them to believe that men are
better than women. Capacity building for women is therefore very important.
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How does Makana cater for women?
The municipality’s Integrated development Plan (IDP) ensures that women are a
priority in all services that are offered. There are sub committees that also look
at the local economy and the way that women can contribute.

LED which is one of the municipality’s sub committees which is now a fully
fledged department and has a female director. It is hoped that she will push
forward women’s interests.

The municipality has also asked the Small Entrepreneurs Development Agency to
help fund people who want to start businesses. This however includes men and
women. This is part of the municipality’s broader objective of capacitating people
to start businesses.
Plans are underway to start exporting Kaolin (white clay for making ceramics) to
other big towns and cities because there are no factories in Grahamstown.
Creating factories would however create employment and improve the local
economy.
Exporting Kaolin is a necessity because there is a visible lack of market for the
product. This is the same for farmers who have the land but are still failing to
break even.

Makana Municipality tries to comply with the Employment equity Act which
emphasizes on equal opportunities for men and women.

Any plans for 2010?
Planning for 2010 is still in its infancy although a community forum has been set
up. It has been holding road shows in the townships to try and sensitize people
about the economic prospects that come with the soccer showcase.

DEBATE: WHO BENEFITS FROM THE ARTS FESTIVAL, HIGHWAY AFRICA
AND OTHER FESTIVALS IN GRAHAMSTOWN?

Chris Kabwato,  Director Highway Africa, Rhodes University.

Who benefits from Highway Africa?
The whole community of Grahamstown benefits from this annual conference of
media professionals from across Africa and beyond. Below is a synopsis of how
locals benefited from HA 2007. It has to be noted that outside the festivals and
conferences, Grahamstown is a very quite place. It is during these festivals and
conferences that the town becomes alive and business is brisk.

Apart from the economic opportunities that these events bring to the locals, they
also profile Grahamstown as the cultural hub of Africa which is good for the
town.

 Catering- Rhodes University catering was the major cater for the
conference although outsiders were also brought in to assist.

 Conference Bags- A women’s company from East London was
subcontracted to provide 500 bags. It was however disappointing that the
women failed to bring them on time with only 360 having been delivered
by the start of the workshop. The remaining 140 were delivered in
October 2007, a month after the conference.
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 Crafts- Crafts makers find a ready market in HA delegates and they make
substantial amounts of profit during the period. For example wire radios
were going for R160 during HA and they were very popular.

 Women craft sellers also had designated places to sell their products.
Most of these are locals.

 The transport industry also benefits as most of the delegates are
transported to Rhodes University by local shuttle companies.

 Hotel industry also makes a lot of money during the festivals.

Gender and HA
Delegates.
HA is still in the process of compiling statistics for this year’s conference. 70% of the
delegates were sponsored although we can not say at the moment how many of
these were women. Would be delegates have to apply for scholarship. This should
include a 300 word letter of motivation, CV, letter of support from the editor. It has
been noted however that men are always the first to apply whilst women have to be
begged to apply.
Almost all the few women that apply are taken.

Student workers-It is mostly female students who want to work during HA.
Crafts- Most of the crafts sellers are women.

Speakers.
The question of speakers froM HA is quite a challenge as most high level women
invited are not available. Since men are more readily available, they therefore
constitute the bulk of speakers during the conference. The speakers themselves are
a reflection of the leadership trends in newsrooms, where there are more men than
women in top positions. HA is therefore conscious not to have women just for the
sake of numbers thereby reducing it to tokenism.
It is ironical though that most of journalism students are female, something which is
not reflected in the newsrooms.

Some challenges
1. Service providers from marginalised groups at times do not have the capacity

to supply goods in the quantities and in the time frames required.
2. Grahamstown lacks the necessary support for local and individual crafts

people, artists and cultural persons to market themselves adequately.
3. Accommodation off campus and within walking distance of campus is

exclusively owned by one racial group.
4. Accommodation in townships (BnBs) is not adequately marketed to Rhodes

conference organisers and, at the same time, not enough is done by Rhodes
staff to engage with the accommodation providers.

Some solutions
1. Highway Africa is teaming with Institute for Social and Economic Research

(ISER) (Rhodes) to study contribution of Rhodes to the local economy but
also to advise on how Rhodes could be better integrated in the economic
development policies of Makana Municipality

2. Highway Africa is working with a group of local business people that will
coordinate township accommodation; local transport; and supply of various
services. The plan is to evaluate how in 2008 this begins to shift the spread
of benefits within the local economy.
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3. Highway Africa will work more closely with the Community Engagement
Office and see how the conference could benefit some of the people they are
already working with.

PANEL: GENDER EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY: A CASE STUDY OF
RHODES UNIVERSITY

Laureen Rautenbach, Assistant Registrar, Rhodes University.

A gender disaggregated breakdown of students
statistics in the four faculties at Rhodes University has
revealed that female students are more inclined
towards the humanities and education faculties while
male students are the majority in the Sciences and
Commerce faculties. This is according to 2006
statistics from the Registrar’s office.

Female and male students at Rhodes University
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Female students are dominant in the Education and humanities faculties where they
constitute 68% of students. The school of Journalism and Media Studies falls under
the humanities faculty and it is dominated by female students. This is ironic
considering that newsrooms reflect a different picture. The reality is that most
female students go to PR and marketing jobs instead of mainstream journalism.

The gender division of labour within the university is also skewed. Women are the
bulk of the workers in admin and lower levels of employment. 555 of the admin staff
are female. Grades 1-5 which include maintenance have 47 female staff. Grades 6-11
have 36 % female staff.

Women are also missing in top decision making bodies in the university.
 There are only 4 out of 13 Deans in the university. (30.8%)
 The governance council has 5 out 30 female members. (16.7%)
  The Senate which is the highest academic body has 19 out of 120 female

members. (15.9%)
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 There are 7 out of 30 female professors. (23%)
  All Deans of Faculties are male.

Even the few women who are present in higher committees do not feel comfortable
expressing their views.

Corine Knowles, Women’s Academic Support Association (WASA)

The Women’s Academic Solidarity Association was
formed with the sole objective to assist each other get
ahead in light of academic barriers at Rhodes University.
The organisation is being run on an informal setup. It is
a fact that women often find themselves encountering
more obstacles than men in trying to achieve their
goals. Women need the space to celebrate each other
outside the patriarchal structures. Get to places where
they have enough voice.

They are the primary care givers in most families and often find themselves having
too many things to worry about.

A key starting point in giving support to women is through-
 Changing attitudes to women through structural engagement. For example,

an Anti-harassment policy would be one way of ensuring that women learn
in a safe and conducive environment with no fear of harassment. It is a fact
that female students are not comfortable walking around campus late at
night for fear of harassment. Being female and the absence of protective
measures therefore inhibits one from achieving their full potential and
excelling academically.

 Instilling confidence and belief in oneself in women. How one view self plays
an important role in helping them achieve their goals. For some people ‘my
body as a female limits my access to academic benefits in the university.’ As
women we sometimes assume without first seeking knowledge. It is not
about what other people make you do but what you choose to do. Most
women are lacking in confidence and assertiveness in terms of what they
want to be. While structural changes may make a difference, it’s the
attitudes in women themselves that lag behind.

 Responsible journalism. How and what you report as journalists helps people
look outside the gender lens.

Rhodes University is loaded with gender inequalities as seen in the statistics from the
Registrar’s office. Why are women not in those top decision making bodies in the
university? Does it mean that they are not competent enough? Is it because they are
female? As journalists you should have a sense of responsibility in how you report on
statistics, think creatively about how to portray them. They should not just be
numbers with no meaning.

Rhodes University is structured in a patriarchal way and is not conducive to bringing
out fresh ideas. This is the reason why there has not been a paradigm shift in
ensuring that women claim their space. In spite having the Gender Action Forum
(GAF) which is a formal body, nothing has been done to ensure gender equity.
Maybe having WASA takes away that sense of responsibility from GAF.
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PANEL: ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN: TOWNSHIP TOURISM

Vuyani Njovane, Tourism Officer, Makana Tourism.

Makana Tourism seeks to promote tourism in Grahamstown especially the townships.
There is a deliberate and conscious effort to go through those areas which were
previously marginalised through poor marketing. Specific attention is being given to
women.

Opportunities
 Township home stays. Eg the Kwam’eMakana initiative. These are

township homes which are being run along the same lines as BnBs. There are
successful BnBs in the townships which are virtually unknown due to lack of
marketing. It is this gap that Makana Tourism is trying to bridge. At the
moment there are 50 home stays, as these BnBs are known, that have
applied for BnBs status. Out of these 49 are owned by women and there is
only one men involved. Women’s. However all 50 are yet to be registered.

These BnBs have to be inspected by Hospitality Guilds, Makana Municipality and
Health Department before they can become members of Makana Tourism. Being
a member means that your profile is entered in tourism books and packages.
Entabeni houses are the other 5 home stays that have been registered under
Makana Tourism. All five are owned by women.

What is striking though is that this industry id dominated by women. This could
be because of the general misconception that catering is for women.

 Tour guides. This is another area of tourism that women can venture into
and it has a lot of economic potential. Makana Tourism often arranges
township tours for tourists. At the moment there is only one African tour
guide.

 Tour operating. Judging by the popularity of township and game reserve
tours, tour operating presents locals with vast economic opportunities.

Observations
 70% of development tourism is in town and the rural areas are completely

ignored.
 There is a high number of European people who own guest houses and BnBs

in Grahamstown.
 Successful BnBs in the townships are not well marketed.
 The international community is more interested in tourism than the locals.
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ANNEX A
BUSINESS UNUSUAL RHODES
22-26 OCTOBER 2007
PROGRAMME

TIME TOPIC FACILITATOR/
PANELIST

Monday 22 October
8.30-9.00 Welcome, introductions,

expectations
Trevor Davies

9.00-9.30 Opening Professor Jeanne Prinsloo; Head of Rhodes
University Media Studies Department,
Anthea Garman; Rhodes University Media
Studies Senior Lecturer

9.30-10.30 Business women and
the media: friends or
foes? Cheryl Reynolds –BWASA PE Media and

Liaison and business woman

10:30-11:00 TEA
11.00-12.00 Key concepts Trevor Davies
12.00-13.00 Exercise: Job description

of a housewife
Trevor Davies

14.00-15.30 Panel: Gender, poverty
and planning  in a local
economy

Michelle Cocks, Institute for Social and
Economic Research

Cllr N. Faltein, Makana Municipality
15:30-16:00 TEA
16.00-17.00 Debate: Who benefits

from the arts Festival,
HA and other festivals in
G/Town

Team and Chris Kabwato; Director Highway
Africa

Tuesday 23 October
Laureen Rautenbach; Assistant Registrar
Rhodes University

8.30-9.30 Gender, education and
the economy: is there a
gender division of labour
at Rhodes University?

Corrine Knowles;
Women’s Academic Support Association
(WASA)

9.30-10.30 Case studies and
exercise

Trevor Davies

10:30-11:00 TEA
11.00-13.00 Economic opportunities

for women: Township
Tourism

Vuyani Njovane; Makana Tourism

14.00-15.00 Gender, the economy
and images

Trevor Davies

15.00-16.30 Briefing on field work Trevor Davies
Wednesday 24 October

Umthathi Training Project: Clint Cockroft
Sindiswa Teyise; Director of Operations
Makana Meadery (Grahamstown Brewery)

8.30-15.00 Field work

Kwam’ eMakana Homesteads-Otto Ntshebe
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TIME TOPIC FACILITATOR/
PANELIST

15.00-17:00 Report back and
shaping stories

ALL PARTICIPANTS

Thursday 25 October
8.30-13.00 Writing stories ALL PARTICIPANTS
10:30-11:00 TEA
14:00-17:00 Digital photo story production with Trevor Davies while editors edit the

stories and design
Friday 26 October
8.30-10.30 Review of stories and

supplement
Facilitators

10:30-11:00 TEA
11.00-13.00 Wrap up and closure Facilitators
LUNCH AT YELLOW PIANO RESTAURANT
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ANNEX B
BUSINESS UNUSUAL RHODES
22-26th OCTOBER 2007
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

NAME SEX ORGANISATION PHONE EMAIL
Grant Ball M Rhodes University Journalism Student 084 548 6835 grantball2002@yahoo.com

Henrieta Banda F Rhodes University Post graduate diploma
in Media Studies student

072 089 2315 Henri.banda@gmail.com

Arther Chatora M Rhodes University New Media Student 072 672 4505 achatora@gmail.com
Theresa Hayward F Rhodes University Journalism television

student
083 644 7150 terryjhay@hotmail.com

Thandi Lekaba F Rhodes University Post graduate Diploma
Student

076 293 0608 go7l5368@campus.ru.ac.za

Living Mangwanda F Rhodes University Post graduate diploma
student

073 563 3173 leemangwanda@yahoo.co.uk

Mzukona Mantshontsho M Rhodes University Media Studies Post
graduate diploma student

Mantshontsho1@yahoo.com

Nomalanga Masina F Rhodes University design Student g04m2257@campus.ru.ac.za
Palesa  Mopeli F Rhodes University Media Studies

Television student
083 484 3006 palzamop@yahoo.co.uk

Bekezela Phakathi M Honours in New Media student 082 402 4462 boxrush@blogspot.com
Luzamo Sandlana M Post graduate diploma student 072 412 8573 G07s4453@campus.ru.ac.za
Leon Schnell M Photo journalism student 072 048 7097 leonschnell@gmail.com
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ANNEX C
BUSINESS UNUSUAL RHODES
22-26th OCTOBER 2007
COURSE EVALUATION

12 Evaluation forms filled in.
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR VERY

POOR
1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 4 8
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 6 6
3. FACILITATION 7 3 2
4. GROUP WORK 5 6 1
5.OUTPUTS vs
EXPECTATIONS

1 10 1

6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 4 8
7.NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

1 5 6

8.ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

6 6

COMMENTS

1. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
 The presentations by various panelists were an eye-opener and very

informative and interesting
 The session on ‘Who benefits from festivals and Highway Africa in

Grahamstown?.’ I particularly found the presentation on Highway Africa very
useful. As a future journalist I found the information useful.

 The session on ‘Who benefits from festivals and HA in Grahamstown’ was
good because the panelist Chris Kabwato was very organized and he gave
useful insight and information about Grahamstown Festivals and the
economics at play.

 The session on ‘Gender, poverty and planning in a local economy’, where we
had guests from Makana Municipality and Michelle Cocks of Institute for
Social and Economic Research (ISER) as this gave us the opportunity to see
the real situation on the ground.

 The opening session was the most useful as crucial issues that affect the
manner in which women and gender issues are handled by the media were
highlighted.

 The opening session by Prof Jeanne Prinsloo was very interactive and
exciting.

 The opening session and ‘Business women and the media: Friends or foes?’
as they clearly outlined the problem of representation as well as providing
suggestions on what could be done differently.

 I really enjoyed all the guest speakers input and there was a good
representation of women and men from different fields and yet all linked
through gender and their will to succeed in life.

 The opening session of the course which highlighted how women are
objectified in media? It opened my mind and helped me change the way I
would represent women as a journalist.
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 The Video ‘ Making every voice count’ which looked at different newsrooms
across Africa was very informative.

 The first session which formed the background to the gender issues we as
journalists have to report on.

2. Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
 All the sessions were informative. I have really learnt so much about how we

are socialized in a certain way and how that makes us behave and threat
people in a certain way.X 3

 The session where we got statistics on Rhodes. I felt that we were just given
numbers. That information can be researched by any individual.

 Can not really think of any.
 The session on ‘Gender, poverty and planning in a local economy’ because

the panelist from Makana Municipality was unwilling to give any real
information but wanted to give municipal spin.

 The session on Gender, poverty and planning in a local economy. Although
one of the panelists spoke extensively above issues that affect poor
communities, I could not relate in to the topic under discussion.

 The session on ‘Gender, poverty and planning in a local economy,’ –coming
off the high of the morning the talks were somewhat off the central topic,
and the speakers seemed inadequately prepared.

 The session on ‘Economic opportunities fro women in Grahamstown’ as the
speaker from Makana Tourism did not give much insight into gender and
economic issues although his input on Township tourism was very
informative.

 The session on ‘Gender, poverty and planning in a local economy,’ whereby
the guest speaker spoke about the role of medicinal plants as a source of
income. I did not see how this related to the workshop.

 The part where the guest speaker in the session, Gender, poverty and
planning in a local economy,’ spoke about medicinal plants. Iam not sure
what the point was.

3. Any other comments
 More of these sessions should be done especially in the areas where women

in particular are marginalized eg the rural areas. We need to change the
stereotypes we have towards one another as men and women.

 The programme was more based on women issues more than gender in
general. This was disappointing.

 I believe that the gender issues ‘debate’ has a very thin dividing line from
issues of feminism and male chauvinism. Issues should be framed in a less
accusatory tone to men. It should be more coming together, to understand
the reason why women are shunned, breaking down those pre-conceptions
and then coming up with a new understanding. There should be more said by
the male participants, they should have been encouraged to speak their
thoughts/feelings or else they too will not change.

 I found the workshop to be interesting, informative and helpful. At times,
however, I thought quite a bit of the stuff being said had already been done
many times through out my university tenure.

 I enjoyed the workshop, both facilitators were extremely knowledgeable and
personable.

 It would be better if two days could be allocated to story sourcing and
production, instead of only one. This could lead to longer critically-produced
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stories. This could be aided by somebody looking over the first draft halfway
through and suggesting how things could be done ‘unusually’. The
presentations were meant to prepare us enough, but it can be difficult to
implement the new from of production immediately.

 The course has motivated me to be more aware of gender discrimination in
my reporting and has opened my eyes to issues which have been normalized
in our society and are therefore often not criticized. Overall, as a woman I
have been inspired by the group of guest speakers that were brought in.
Gender Links, you are doing an amazing work and I hope to someday be
involved with this NGO in the future.

 Good workshop which will help journalist improve gender representations in
the media.

 More about women in business please!!!
 Iam happy to have learnt useful information on gender which I had not come

across in my studies. I hope the workshops will continue to be hosted by
Rhodes in future years.
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REPORT ON THE BOTSWANA UNIVERSITY BUSINESS UNUSUAL
WORKSHOP
04-08th  February 2008
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Synopsis
This report covers the key activities and outputs of the University of Botswana
Business Unusual training undertaken by Gender Links (GL) in collaboration with the
department of Media Studies at the University of Botswana. This workshop was
conducted from 04-08 February 2008 with support from NIZA.

The workshop was officially opened by the Chairperson of the Women in Business
Association (WIBA), Mrs Masire-Mwamba, who gave a brief speech on ‘Business
women and the media’.

The full programme of the workshop is attached at Annex A. A list of participants
is attached at Annex B. Evaluations of the workshop are attached at Annex C.

Independent photo journalist Trevor Davies facilitated the course together with Dr.
Eno Akpabio, of the University of Botswana, and Gender Links Researcher Mariëtte
van Dijk coordinated the workshop.

Background
Since its inception, GL has conducted workshops on the following themes: covering
gender violence; gender, HIV and AIDS and the media, as well as gender elections
and the media. These workshops have involved building links with media training
institutions; developing training material; producing a supplement as part of the
training as well as training of trainer courses. The economy is a natural next thematic
area of work. It has a close fit to the governance programme. It is an area in which
gender consciousness is especially weak. Despite the enormous role that women play
in the economies of all Southern African countries, this contribution remains
undervalued and invisible. This course, based on training material developed by
Gender Links in collaboration with the Konrad Adenauer Foundation and the
Netherlands Institute of Southern Africa (NIZA) covers the whole spectrum of gender
and economic concerns, including gender and the macroeconomic environment,
development; planning budgets; work; trade; enterprise and globalization. Exposing
business and economic reporters to key decision makers and entrepreneurs, the
course included the production of a supplement.

In Botswana, the course is being offered in partnership with the Department of
Media Studies at the University of Botswana in Gaborone.

INTRODUCTION

Objectives
 To conduct training workshops on gender and economic reporting in

partnership with media training institutions.
 To improve gender balance and sensitivity in economic and financial

reporting.
 To build an ongoing relationship with the media practitioners trained through

encouraging them to become members of local and regional gender and
media networks.
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Key issues
This first two days of the workshop consisted of information inputs that helped to
draw out the key issues. The last three days of the workshop ensured that
participants put theory gained in the first two days into practice. Field trips were
conducted and stories written up. A supplement was produced at the end of the
week and was carried by Mmegi, a national daily publication, with its main newsroom
in Gaborone.

Welcome

Professor David Kerr, the head of the
Department of Media Studies at the
University of Botswana, welcomed
everybody on Monday morning and gave
a small introduction on which gender
issues play a role in his department. He
emphasized the great progress that has
been made since he first joined the
Media department; The number of
female students has dramatically
increased, as well as the number of

female lecturers.

Kerr: “Last year the department started it’s own newspaper, which is now published
once a month and had six issues out so far. This university newspaper has so far had
three editors in chief, of which all three were women! In general you see more and
more women in top positions, while ten years ago this might not have been the case
in Botswana.”

However, according to Kerr, having women in important positions is not the only
issue when we speak of gender equality. He finished his brief speech by saying: “As
activists working in the media we deal with other issues as well. Creating gender
equality in the media involves issues such as: women sources, language (the tone of
an article), gender and racial coverage and making sure stereotypes are not passed
on from generations.”

For the official openings speech Mrs Maria Machailo-Ellis, the executive Director of
BOCCIM, was invited. However due to the announcement of the Botswana Budget
2008, she was unable to attend.

After the few opening words by Professor David Kerr, Mrs Masire-Mwamba, gave a
speech on Business women and the media.
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OPENING speech by Mrs Masire-Mwamba, Chairperson of the Women’s in
Business Association (WIBA).

Business women and the media: friends or foes?

“Women find themselves having to
compete in a market place that is
becoming increasing global. It is
important to ensure that the policy
environment, infrastructure and support
mechanism for business are accessible
to and respond to the needs of SMEs
owned by women and men. It is also
important to acknowledge that women
and men do not operate on a level
playing field and that we should work to

address these inequalities. Women owned business face some serious gender
specific challenges. These include for example inequitable access to key resources.
In spite of this, research indicates that generally women owned businesses have a
lower failure rate than men owned businesses.”

“Women in business like all business people look to media for information on
opportunities and performance of the economy. They look to see how they can
position their businesses, incorporate new ideas and continue to develop and grow
their businesses. Beyond the environment in which they operate, women also seek
validation and acceptance as critical stakeholders who have a meaningful role to
play. This not only fuels their will to succeed but facilitates their entry into new areas
they have hitherto ventured into. If the media is fulfilling these objectives for the
women in business, then indeed the media is a friend. If we are not, then at best we
are short changing the women or even being a foe.”

“In looking at this friend or foe situation, I have started by analysing the needs of
business women and argued that only when these needs are met or at least being
address, will we see the media as a friend. It is however also important to look at the
positioning of the media to deliver on what we require of them. Just look around,
even a superficial analysis of ownership and control in the media points out that not
only in Botswana, but globally, men hold the powerful positions of dictating which
stories get told and how they get told. They determine the perspectives, the
positioning and the angles. When we look back we realise that the media has been
dominated by men. Even where women have come through, they have primarily
played a support function and it’s almost like we began to believe the stories that the
men tell themselves about us and tell us about ourselves. Not only does our media
assume it has the right to tell us who we are, but also that the are correct in their
perceptions.”

“It is all very well to say it’s the men who control the media, but the media in as
much as it shapes and forms opinions, it is also a vehicle through which others seek
to inform us, to challenge us and to share with us the very information we crave as
businesswomen. We too have a role to play, not only should we be more visible in
the ownership structures, but we should also use the media to project our own
stories. Our believe in ourselves and our capabilities needs to stand out, not just to
convince the men, but the other women who have come to believe otherwise due
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not just to the media but other cultural forces. Women in business ought to
empower themselves. Yes it is important that we have stories written for women
about women. But guess what, the playing field is the economy as a whole. It’s not
about education, it is about access, even our local papers have business sections, do
we look at those sections.”

“I believe it was in the early 70’s when the women’s rights groups started
pressurising broadcasting houses such as the BBC in the UK to find perfectly ordinary
intelligent women who could qualify as newscaster. ‘Impossible’, said Lord Hill,
Chairman of the BBC, ‘No such woman exists’. Boy have we come a long way,
programme producers and women as editors has now been universally accepted.
As a matter of style, interviews are now expected to be more confrontational. If a
woman presses too hard and loudly she is liable to be dubbed testy. If women are to
reach the top in the broadcasting, they must, as in any competitive field, display
certain dedication and single-mindedness.”

“It would be totally unfair to say that the women’s perspective is entirely forgotten.
In our local media, we have seen a growing interest in the interests of women. I
have stated before, in a different forum, that I applaud our media for profiling
women and showcasing their success. What I like is that women are profiled across
sectors and in the case of The Voice for example are profiled in the space that men.
We need to move beyond seeing these women as exceptions. Stories about the
success of women should be written without a trace of condensation.”

“Media need to be in the front line of interrogating the impact of policy on women in
business and other spheres. They also need to interrogate themselves in terms of
their own coverage and angles.”

“Women’s approach and women’s perspectives are different. Women are beginning
to trust their own perceptions and feel safe in expressing these. As more as this
starts to happen, we believe that indeed the positioning, the profiling and the
promotion on women’s interests, responsiveness and appreciation of women’s
challenges in business, will no doubt present our media as friendly. We need to start
challenging our assumptions about the criteria and the definition of success in
business for women.”

“Anne Wilson Shaef, an American writer says that ‘Differences challenge
assumptions’. Is this a threat or a promise? And what do we do when our
assumptions are challenged- discuss them, defend them, explore them, try to
maintain the status quo, withdraw, try to change the assumptions to fit our way of
thinking or see differences as exciting and challenging avenues for Growth- that is
when I believe we will know if you are a friend or a foe?”

Students’ misunderstanding of the concept of ‘gender’

The reaction by some of the student participants showed that the concept of ‘gender’
was sometimes misunderstood as if ‘gender’ only means women.

As one male student asked: “Are we saying the media should change their daily
business to accommodate women? Are we not likely to forget about men?”
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Another student said: “It’s just a bunch of angry women; you can’t change anything
in a vacuum, they need to include men.”

- Answer by Masire-Mwamba: “There is a male perspective and a female
perspective; we want the media to create more room for the female one,
because all we now get is the male perspective.”

Maude Dikobe noted: “You are still talking business as usual and it is therefore good
you take this course, because the true existence of both sexes can exist without
stepping on each others toes. It doesn’t mean side-lining men.”

Speech by Ntombi Setshwaelo: American African Business Alliance.

Ntombi Setshwaelo, who describes
herself as an activist, started by asking
the students if they knew about Beijing.
After no student replied, she ‘hoped this
would change after the workshop’.

Setshwaelo: “It was agreed by UN,
Ngo’s, and governments in Bejing, that
women are in a disadvantaged position,
it is not debatable anymore. Let us get
that straight. It’s now about what we

can do about it. Hereby the media can play a big role.”

Setshwaelo (whose husband is a professional journalist) then described the role of
the media, in spirit of the Bejing document.

MEDIA; SIX SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

1) To inform the public for purpose of enlightening, so people can form an
opinion on an informed basis.

“What is the media in Botswana doing to apply this? For instance as a lecturer I
never give hand-outs. Students take it, learn it by head but never remember.
When you voice your opinion, it should be questioned by what it is based upon.
The press covers the old chief in the rural village, because his opinion matters,
but is it an informed opinion?”

2) Servicing the political system.

“Democratic government places heavy responsibility on the citizen and press,
because it assumes that people can do a better job of governing than any leader
can. To govern themselves wisely then, the individual citizen must be aware of
issues and problems confronting the state and of their own possible solutions and
consequences in a government resting on public opinion; The media furnishes
the people with information and ideas that they need for making sound decisions.
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3) Safeguarding civic liberties, stems from the second – in the context of gender
equality and equity.

“What is the media doing to convince or even bully the government to implement
Bejing and to inform the public about it?

4) Making a profit.

“If the press is to be free to present views and information without fear or
favour, it must be a private, independent enterprise to tell truth, otherwise there
is the danger of government perpetuating the party in power.“

5) Servicing the economic system.

“This pertains media reports on developments, trends and events in the business
and industrial world. Media brings together consumers and sellers.”

6) Entertainment.

Bejing: Platform for Action (12 priority areas):
1. Women and poverty
2. Education and training of women
3. Women and health
4. Violence against women
5. Women and armed conflict
6. Women and the economy
7. Women in power and decision making
8. Institutional mechanisms for the advancement of women
9. Human rights of women
10. Women and the media
11. Women and the environment
12.The girl child

Each country had to choose which 6 had a priority. The ones in bold are the six
areas the government of Botswana chose. However Setshwaelo noted that none
of the media students present were aware of Bejing and the priority areas.

She said: “People in this room are not informed about Bejing and gender issues,
yet you all go out as journalists to inform the public? There is a need to first
inform ourselves.”

A few male students were sceptical and asked ‘Do women really want to be
represented by your organisations, because it seems nothing is changing?’

A female student commented on violence against women: “Women don’t always
know they are being abused and even if they take action, they can’t support the
kids without the man. Last week a woman withdrew her case from the
magisterial court, because she said if he goes to prison he can not provide for
the child anymore.”
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Ntombi Setshwaelo answered: “We need to pressure the government. Recently a
Batswana woman was fired, because she was pregnant. I talk about this
everywhere, on television and in newspapers. Yet only 25% of the people hear
What I say, the rest comments on how I was dressed and why I didn’t wear a
headscarf. Until recently a married woman in Botswana had the status of a minor
and needed a man’s approval to apply for a loan! We advocated for that law to
be changed and it did.”

Maude Dikobe added: “I am a hardcore Pan-Africanist. We can say it was better
before the white men came, but we as Africans had our own problems. Let us
stop blaming and shaming. We as city women don’t just talk for rural women. We
go out into communities and talk in different languages. We have come a far
way. For instance with the PEP (Political Education Project) we are teaching
girls/women to go into politics. We also teach both men and women how to vote.
The number of female parliamentarians has increased and there are now free
legal services for women who can’t afford it.”

Speech by Dr. Maude Dikobe, Chair University of Botswana Gender Policy
and Programme Committee

Gender and work in general

“Researchers have shifted in recent
years from explanations that posit overt
discrimination as the casual mechanisms
reproducing gender equalities in the
academy, as in any fast paced place, to
look more closely at ways through which
we can gain an understanding of the
implications of gender for working
women.

Using model Six: Gender and Work, I will try to unpack some of these concerns and
the implications for the working woman, with example of the female professor at UB.

1. How women are excluded from the formal workforce and from various
occupational categories as a result of both formal and informal discrimination

Maude Dikobe explained the concept of the ‘glass ceiling’, of which only one
student knew what it meant.

2. The dual role that women play at home and work, and how these affect them

Dikobe described the role of women as mothers and how their responsibility is
difficult to combine with work. Relating it to the University of Botswana, she called
for better improvement of day-care and introducing paternity leave in Botswana.

While some students believed paternity leave will never work in Botswana, due to
cultural and or religious reasons, other students believed this will never work
anywhere, because ‘it is too expensive and not productive’.
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After Dikobe explained that if the woman works, while the man is on paternity leave
this will not be more expensive, some students remained sceptical and said: “No
woman will trust her man alone with the child.”

3. Barriers faced by women within the work place

4. Policy measures that can be taken, at (an institutional) and government level
in the work place to facilitate the more effective participation by, and
advancement of, women in the work force

Maude Dikobe: “Most female academics are familiar with the following scenario:

“You are in your office, trying to prepare for a lecture, or finishing that long overdue
paper that the editor from Journal X, has been bugging you to revise and send back,
when the phone rings. It is your son, he was climbing trees during recess at school
and has broken his arm. You drop everything, rush to the school, arrange for the
child to be whisked off to the nearest health facility, call your partner, family friends
etc. Most of you who are mothers are familiar with this scenario (even though you
might not be professors). Women are more likely to concentrate on raising kids than
on publications/ or for women, childcare responsibilities always interfere with work.
Studies have shown that women still bear the brunt of child care duties, even in
families where both parents work. Setswana pro verbs promote this thinking too, like
the one that states: A woman always has to handle the sharp end of the knife.”

“Two other Setswana proverbs, which promote this thinking are:

- Ngwana o auya mmaagwe a sule
Direct translation: A child sucks a dead mother
Meaning: A child expects their mother to raise them even if she is poor.

- Mosadi Tswene o jewa mabogo
Direct translation: A female baboon eats her own hands
Meaning: As a man you should ignore the beauty of a woman and
concentrate on whether she can work and provide for the kids.”

“Although the stereotype of women as care givers (such as the selfless mother best
captured in the above Tswana proverb) has some positive connotations, it is still a
stereotype. Having said this, Batswana men are taking on more of child-care duties.
Let’s give credit where it is due!”

Question: Does the University of Botswana provide family-friendly flexible
schedule?

- Classes start at 7:00 a.m.
- Pre-school facilities
- Maternity and paternity leave
- After school programmes

“Policies should be in place to facilitate more effective participation and recognition
of women at UB.”

“Last year in terms of recognition: GPPC launched the first ever GPPC awards, to
increase awareness about, and reporting of the role of women in the academy. This
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was one of the avenues to create awareness and showcase women whose
contributions have never been publicized.”

Media sins of omission and commission
“Then in reportage, it seems as if women are not as prolific as their male
counterparts. Usually only quoted in gender related activities…in their roles as
mothers, nurturers and not as scholars. Women are generally portrayed in a limited
number of roles, which certainly do not reflect women’s complex experiences and
aspirations. “

The media can make or break the female professor
“Sometimes the media will concentrate on her dress code, e.g. the photo of Dlamini
Zuma, Minister of Foreign Affairs South Africa, used in the gender and images
training manual, produced by GL and Samso.

NB. As media practitioners you have to pay particular attention to the way women
and men are represented in the news and secondly, Who reports on the news?
(mostly men).
Task: We need to suggest measures which can be taken to ensure more fair and
balanced reporting.

So gender equality in the academy cannot be evaluated by merely looking or
evaluating women’s achievements as compared to men’s. There is no level playing
field. The media should shatter the “glass ceiling” by questioning some of the
omissions alluded to earlier on, in the Mmegi newspaper clip.
How come there are very few women in the best paid, most prestigious managerial
ranks, and few have reached academic leadership positions.
In a similar vein, Sunday Standard once ran a story on women and representation in
the boardrooms. One of you media students can re-visit the findings and relate the
story to the academy.
There is need to review nomination and election procedures to address the under-
representation of women in their membership. A good place to start will be the
University Council.”

Speech by Mr Tebogo Rapitsenyane, Public Relations Manager BOCCIM
(Botswana Confederation of Commerce, Industry and Manpower)

“Gender equality differs per country. In
Nigeria, where I am from, there aren’t
any female taxi drivers. When I first
came to Botswana, I was shocked and I
almost refused to get into the taxi”, said
Rapitsenyane jokingly.

“There is no affirmative action in
Botswana, but equal access in terms of
education.”

“In Botswana the laws are perhaps less stringent as for example in Zimbabwe. With
regards to gender equity things have changed.  For example in underground mining
(where women were not allowed before), women can take out loans without a men’s
approval, and women can now become chiefs.
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In terms of big businesses, which are still mostly run by men, things are slowly
changing and you see more female shareholders in mining.”

“Yet 41 years after independence, we are still lacking behind in terms of the number
of women in politics. And women are behind in terms of shareholding. We set aside
a certain percentage of the National Reserves for women.
None of the female students here owns land or animals, yet all boys do, as they have
to prepare for Lebola. There are still many stereotypes in Botswana although time
has proved us wrong. It was said ‘if men take a woman as a village chief, they will
bury themselves alive’. Yet, this hasn’t happened, but it is working out well. Women,
who have used their own money to invest in business, have done well and
sometimes employ over 300 other people. Yet when women do progress, it’s easy for
us to make assumptions how they did.”

Questions by students
1. Why is making provisions for women necessary; can’t they make it on their

own?
2. When is alleviations of women going to end?, otherwise women are going to

be the majority in business and then you men alleviation.

Answers given by Tebogo Rapitsenyane
1. “There is no legislation on this provision for women. We work from

the SADC protocol, which states we now have to have 30% and later
50% of women in politics etc. Then there is the UN committee on the
status of women. Botswana needs to report on that each year. If we
don’t provide other countries will tear us apart. It is not easy for
women to compete in business, if men are making cartels, they only
need help to get in.”

2. “Alleviation of women will end until it has developed to the level of
Sweden, where 50% of parliamentarians are women and then it will
be fair competition.”
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ANNEX A
BUSINESS UNUSUAL BOTSWANA
04-08 FEBRUARY 2008
PROGRAMME

TIME TOPIC FACILITATOR/
PANELIST

Monday 04 February
8.30- 9:00 Welcome, introductions,

expectations
Trevor Davies (Gender Links)

9.00-9.30 Opening Professor David Kerr; Head of Media Studies
Department, of University of Botswana
Mrs Masire-Mwamba; Chairperson Women in
Business Association, (WIBA)

9.30-10.30 Business women and
the media: friends or
foes? Mrs Ntombi Setshwaelo, American African

Business Alliance

10:30- 11:00 TEA
11.00-12.00 Key concepts Trevor Davies
12.00-13.00 Case studies: Gender in

the economy and
development

Trevor Davies

13.00-14.00 Lunch
14:00- 15:30 Interactive presentation;

Gender, economy and
images

Trevor Davies

15:30-16:00 TEA
16.00-17.00 Debate: Has

globalization had a
negative effect on
women

Team

Tuesday 05 February
10:00-11:00 The budget process;

where does gender
come in?

Trevor Davies

11:00-11.30 TEA
11:30- 13:00 Gender, work and

enterprise
Dr. Maude Dikobe, Chair Gender Policy and
Programme Committee, university of
Botswana

13.00-14.00 Lunch

14:00- 15:00 Case studies and
exercise

Trevor Davies

15.00- 16:00 Gender, work and
enterprise

Mr Tebogo Rapitsenyane, Public Relations
Manager BOCCIM (Botswana Chambers of
Commerce)

15.00-16.30 Briefing on field work Trevor Davies
Wednesday 06 February
8.30-15.00 Field work Eg.;Visit to Women’s shelter- Economic

Empowerment Programme, Vox pops on the
new budget, Interview of young fathers
about Paternity leave, Interview women
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TIME TOPIC FACILITATOR/
PANELIST
referee, etc.

15.00-17:00 Report back and
shaping stories

ALL PARTICIPANTS

Thursday 07 February
8.30-14.00 Writing stories ALL PARTICIPANTS
10:30-11:00 TEA
14:00-17:00 Editing stories, photo’s, video. (Digital photo story production with

Trevor Davies while editors edit the stories and design)
Friday 08 February
8.30-12.00 Review of stories and

supplement
Facilitators

10:30-11:00 TEA
11.00-13.00 Final Lay-out, Wrap up

and closure
Facilitators  and Mompati Keitumetse (Mmegi
Newspaper)

LUNCH
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ANNEX B
BOTSWANA BUSINESS UNUSUAL
4-8th FEBRUARY 2008
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

NAME SEX ORGANISATION PHONE EMAIL
Gaamangwe Mathame M University of Botswana, Gaborone 71547887 gmathame@yahoo.com

Marang Mbedi University of Botswana, Gaborone 74533181 Ranki_mm@yahoo.com
Tankiso Sephoso M University of Botswana, Gaborone 74570850 ttankiso10@yahoo.co.uk
Kabelo Kgwarapi M University of Botswana, Gaborone 71824012 Kabelok2002@yahoo.com
Mmoloki Gabatlhaolwe M University of Botswana, Gaborone 71578128 gabatlhaolwekm@yahoo.com
Tembezelani Pheko M University of Botswana, Gaborone 71858859 tmzee2@yahoo.com
Abraham Mamela M University of Botswana, Gaborone 72270149 A_cimamela@yahoo.com
Kesegofetse Sentsima F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72715458 Sentsimak@yahoo.com
Mpalie Bothoko F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72792114 Mpalie2000@yahoo.co.uk
Keletso Pheko F University of Botswana, Gaborone 71204676 ketspheko@yahoo.co.uk
Bophelo Kelefhile F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72497824 Bophelok85@yahoo.com
Portia Keetile F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72263722 pkeetile@yahoo.co.uk
Ruth Kedikilwe F University of Botswana, Gaborone 74631395 ruthkedikilwe@yahoo.com
Bathami Chilume F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72561064 bchilume@yahoo.co.uk
Thato Enosa F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72365989 letsoenos@yahoo.co.uk
Lorato Bailang F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72889239 loratobailang@yahoo.co.uk
Monawe Mosaathebe M University of Botswana, Gaborone 72285242 mmotsaathebe@yahoo.co.uk
Botlhe V. Mogeki F University of Botswana, Gaborone 71600593 virgi6moss@yahoo.co.uk
Tshepang Moreti F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72211515 misstmoreti@yahoo.com
Maiwa Motsamai F University of Botswana, Gaborone 71483025 dacrazym@yahoo.com
Pearl Khonzapi F University of Botswana, Gaborone 74142709 p.kon@yahoo.com
Baboki Klyswe F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72548285 klyswebaboki@yahoo.com
Kesegofetse Mpho F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72497578 kessygift@yahoo.com
Kedirebofe Pelontle F University of Botswana, Gaborone 71565444 kedipelo@yahoo.com
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NAME SEX ORGANISATION PHONE EMAIL
Sharoon Tshipa F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72286118 Shydee111@yahoo.com
Carol Kgapela F University of Botswana, Gaborone 72270106 Babecee2004@yahoo.com
Tauya Maunganidze M University of Botswana, Gaborone 72517037 t-dread@hotmail.com
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ANNEX C
BUSINESS UNUSUAL BOTSWANA
04-08th FEBRUARY 2008
COURSE EVALUATION

19 Evaluation forms filled in.
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR VERY

POOR
1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 3 13 3
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 2 12 3 1
3. FACILITATION 4 9 4
4. GROUP WORK 3 13 3
5.OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 1 11 7
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 7 7 3
7.NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

3 7 7 1 1

8.ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

5 8 5 1

COMMENTS

1. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
 All the sessions carried valuable information. Just hope the participants will carry

these into the workplace.
 The third session was the most productive; this is due to the group work we did

and the story brain storming.
 Presentation by resource person, discussion session and field work.
 Evaluation of the projects, different views and showed reality.
 All sessions I attended.
 Tuesday session. We discussed deeply on issues on gender
 Going to the field to gather facts for stories
 I found all the sessions useful as all the sessions were taking different angles,

but still very informative. There were a lot of discussions which made the
workshop fun and interesting.

 All sessions were useful, as all information taught was important. I liked the fact
that we wrote stories.

 Story writing, because I learnt how to balance the story in terms of gender
issues, and also being able to meet the deadline with a good piece of work.

 The reviewing of the supplement helped me realise that it’s very easy for us to
overlook some important issues especially when dealing with gender issues. I
learnt that it’s vital to note that gender is about both males and females not just
the empowerment of women.

 Field work and working on limited budget and time constraints to meet deadline.
It put me under pressure and I propelled myself to be a better communicator
and writing under stress.

 The discussions after a presentation, provided meant to what was presented on.
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 Discussions on gender and coverage of them by the media, because it gave me
fresh perspective. Presentations were enriching.

 News gathering and story writing, because I aspire to specialize in human
interest stories.

 It was a good experience to write a gender article and a great article in a short
period of time.

2. Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
 None
 The second, we talked about things I already know.
 Group session
 Presentation by the panelists, they used us as to further their course.
 All were useful
 BOCCIM representative, he was not punctional and he did a rushed job.
 Some were not so useful, but they were not useless all together.
 Eating sessions. I am on a diet.

3. Any other comments
 Am much concerned about the approach women use to tackle gender issues.

They tend to attack men aggressively. As such men feel threatened and resist
change. Let’s sit down and discuss the issue without blaming others.

 Thanks to Gender Links for opening my eyes and mind on gender issues.
 I like the programme overall, because it showed me how to see things through

women’s eyes.
 Balance the content and everything will be fine.
 The workshop was well organised and it really provoked a lot of thinking on my

side and I would really like to attend another workshop of this nature.
 Give us more time to work on the stories and encourage the writers to

concentrate on both male and female and not make like women are victims of
men, present women’s and men’s issues, because this is supposed to be a
workshop on gender, not women!

 We had a good experience
 This should be done regularly, the male and the females should be well

represented in the workshop, both as the facilitators, administrators and
participants as together we can bring change.

 A weekend will do for the workshop, for good attendance by participants.
 Next time we should be given more time to write stories, so that we can get the

right sources. There were instances where we had to improvise, like with the
photos, we did not get action photos, because we did not have time to.

 Good learning materials.
 Useful books or reading material provided. Thought provoking comments and

presentations.
 Good incentive to write stories, it’s an eye opener.
 The exercise should be done more often. I mean Gender Links should work with

us students more often.
 Wish this kind of courses would happen regularly.
 I believe next time we need to be time conscious.
 Taken out of Gaborone. Go for an after party.


